
ABSTRACT

BARGE, WALTER S. II. Autonomous Solution Methods for Large-Scale

Markov Chains. (Under the direction of William J. Stewart.)

One of the roadblocks to greater application of Markov chains is that

non-numerically sophisticated users possess the detailed domain knowledge

needed to construct a large Markov chain but may have a difficult time

deciding which numerical solution method might be best suited to their ap-

plications. A realistic Markov chain model can easily contain hundreds of

thousands of states, yet users may severely restrict their models to keep

them small enough to fit within the constraints of certain software packages

or solution methods. Even after selecting a solution method, implementation

details imposed by compact storage schemes and the nature of the solution

method itself may pose additional barriers. By making judgments about the

Markov chain, an experienced researcher or practitioner can sometimes pro-

pose a solution technique in a short amount of time. This research examines

methods to obtain a proposed solution technique without the services of an

expert and with little or no intervention from the novice user. We take ad-

vantage of information readily available in the Markov chain to aid in the

selection and execution of a solution method. We demonstrate a computer

tool with a graphical user interface (GUI) and embedded expert system to

make large-scale Markov chain analysis more accessible. The computer tool

receives a user’s Markov chain, examines the chain, determines its primary

characteristics, and then gives the user useful information and recommenda-

tions about how to analyze the model. This can be done without the user

being an expert in the various solution techniques and their respective areas

of applicability.
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You may say to yourself, “My power and the strength of my hands have pro-

duced this wealth for me.” But remember the Lord your God, for it is he who

gives you the ability to produce wealth, and so confirms his covenant, which

he swore to your forefathers, as it is today.

Deuteronomy 8:17-18.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Motivation

Since their introduction in the early 1900s, Markov chains have been proposed

as a means of modeling a variety of stochastic processes, including weather

forecasting, voting patterns, and demographic trends. Markov chains have

even been suggested as a model to predict and guide usage of the World

Wide Web [34].

In his book, Modeling and Analysis of Stochastic Systems [23], Kulkarni

provides some details on how applications in genetics, sociology, manpower

planning, neurology and telecommunications could be modeled as Markov

chains. In most scenarios, the models are kept very small, usually less than

several hundred states, in order to be kept tractable. The use of large Markov

chain models is generally confined to areas where researchers have detailed
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knowledge of numerical solution algorithms. Subject areas where large mod-

els have been used successfully include telecommunications and computer

systems performance modeling.

1.1.1 Possible Roadblocks

The successful use of a Markov chain model involves at least three (global)

steps:

1. A detailed knowledge and understanding of the application domain

such as genetics, weather forecasting, or telecommunications.

2. A working knowledge of how to construct a Markov chain model.

3. The knowledge and ability to obtain useful information from the Markov

chain after it has been constructed.

We contend that step 3 represents a real and often unnecessary roadblock

for potential users of Markov chain modeling.

The ability to model a system or procedure using a Markov chain can be

distinct from the ability to analyze the chain’s behavior. Modeling ability

is derived primarily from a basic knowledge about the meaning of a Markov

chain coupled with a detailed knowledge of a specific application area. One of

the roadblocks to greater application of Markov chains is that potential but

non-numerically sophisticated users possess the detailed domain knowledge

needed to construct a large Markov chain but may have a difficult time
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deciding which numerical method might be best suited to their applications.

A realistic Markov chain model can easily contain thousands or hundreds

of thousands of states. The transition matrix can be quite sparse, which

means that compact storage schemes, which store only non-zero elements,

are often required to make the matrix manageable for the computer. The

choice of a particular solution method also has a great effect on the amount

of time required to obtain a solution. Even after deciding upon a certain

method, implementation details imposed by compact storage schemes and

the nature of the solution methods themselves pose additional barriers. As

a consequence, users may severely restrict their models to keep them small

enough so that software packages such as matlab can be used.

The difficultly with a self-imposed model size restriction is that even

small, simple models can generate very large state spaces. An example we

have used in our research is a manufacturing model proposed by Krieg and

Kuhn [22] that describes a kanban controlled production system where prod-

ucts are processed on a single manufacturing facility. With only five different

products and five kanbans for each product the resulting Markov chain has

71,280 states. Clearly, an a priori size limitation is not a realistic approach

for removing roadblocks to the usefulness of Markov chain models.

Greenbaum observes that “it remains an open problem to characterize

the classes of problems for which one [solution] method outperforms the oth-

ers” [16]. Indeed, she reports that examples can be constructed for which a

particular solution method performs the best, or the worst, depending on the

3



researcher’s goal. In their book, Templates for the Solution of Linear Sys-

tems, Barrett, van der Vorst, and Dongarra, et al, agreed with Greenbaum

and summarized their comments on Krylov subspace methods by stating that

“there will be no ultimate method” [5].

Because the modeling nuances are limitless we hold out little hope for a

far-reaching theoretical classification scheme that encompasses all potential

Markov chain models and the currently known solution techniques. Instead,

we take the view offered by Barrett, et al: “The best we can hope for is some

expert system that guides the user in his/her choice.” [5].

1.1.2 Roadblock Removal

Where does this leave the non-numerically sophisticated user? This person

is in need of an intelligent software tool to guide the analysis. We envision

an experimentally-validated solution approach embedded into a software ap-

plication. The application should have a suitable user interface to guide the

analysis of a Markov chain. We propose a battery of diagnostic tests to be

performed at the time the Markov chain matrix is obtained by the software.

The results of these tests are interpreted by an expert system and then a

suitable solution method is chosen and executed. In addition to selecting an

appropriate solution technique, any needed algorithm parameters are sup-

plied for the novice user.

The goal is that both the initial tests and the interpretation of their

results are acceptable to the user in terms of time required and value added

4



to the analysis. Our analogy for this system is that of a sieve which receives

a Markov chain and sifts out information from the matrix that can be used

to make an intelligent solution recommendation.

Our goal in this dissertation is to show how advantage may be taken of

information readily available in the Markov chain to aid in the selection and

execution of a solution method.

1.2 Research Hypothesis

A computer tool with a graphical user interface (GUI) and embedded knowl-

edge could provide a beneficial means to make Markov chain analysis more

available to current and prospective Markov chain users. This computer

tool could receive a user’s Markov chain, examine the chain, determine its

primary characteristics, and then give the user useful information and recom-

mendations about how to analyze the model. This can be done without the

user being an expert in the various solution techniques and their respective

areas of applicability. Finally, the tool should allow users to override the

recommendation and select a solution technique of their choosing.

1.3 Research Objectives

• To determine the feasibility of using a GUI solution tool that makes

Markov chains and their solutions more accessible to researchers and

5



industry practitioners.

• To demonstrate implementation of a knowledge-based GUI solution

tool.

• To demonstrate that the research hypothesis is correct by examining

several real world problems and attempting to meet user needs.

1.4 Research Approach

Our research approach is divided into three broad areas.

• Conduct literature search. Areas of concentration are:

– Current and common uses of Markov chains

– Solution mechanisms (approach and software) commonly used to

determine system behavior

– Similar uses of a knowledge-enhanced GUI

– Similar approaches that have been developed to make optimiza-

tion more accessible

– Trends in statistical expert systems in the 1980s and 1990s

• Develop an implementation of an intelligent GUI tool to examine and

solve Markov chains. Specific issues include GUI design, Markov chain

input methodology, and detection of user’s information needs as well

as the choice of solution technique without direct user intervention.
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• Test the GUI solution tool on several real-world problems that can

benefit from use of a Markov chain modeling approach. Determine the

limitations and/or extensions required to use the proposed GUI tool

for more widespread use on real-world problems.

1.5 Dissertation Road map

The dissertation is organized into 9 chapters.

• Chapter 2 reviews the literature and related technology efforts. Here

we show precedents for our approach and point out extensions and

contributions that we will make.

• In Chapter 3 we give an example of a Markov chain and show how they

fit into the broader framework of stochastic processes. We also define

terms that will be required later.

• In Chapter 4 we discuss in detail the solution methods used in this

research.

• Chapter 5 discusses our choice of specific solution criteria for obtaining

a solution and details our specific approach for testing Markov chain

matrices.

• Chapter 6 describes the basics of Expert Systems and details our im-

plementation as applied to selection of a solution method.

7



• In Chapter 7 we describe our Graphical User Interface.

• In Chapter 8 we describe our five test models and then present the

results of our numerical experiments using the software tool and expert

system. We also present results from Method Switching, Scalability,

and Parameter Adjustment experiments.

• Lastly, in Chapter 9 we summarize and critique our work and present

ideas for continued research in this area.

8



Chapter 2

Technology and Literature

Review

The ability to model a system or procedure using a Markov chain is derived

primarily from a basic knowledge about the meaning of a Markov chain

coupled with a detailed knowledge of a specific application area. Examples of

application areas are genetics, meteorology, and manufacturing. In complex

application areas the Markov chain can grow to many thousands of states,

or more.

Of course, the purpose for modeling a system, be it with Markov chains,

or any other technique, is to gain valuable information about the system.

In terms of Markov chains, this implies the ability to compute various func-

tionals, or metrics, that are characteristic to the system (as described by the

Markov chain model.) The functional that occupies most of this research
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is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. Some functionals can be

obtained by more than one method and this is true for the stationary distri-

bution. If the state space is large, the novice user of Markov chains may not

be equipped to solve the Markov chain in an efficient manner. The choice

of a solution technique can have a large impact on the speed, efficiency, and

accuracy of the computed solution. A person with experience solving Markov

chains might employ a variety of tests or judgments to reach a conclusion

about which solution technique to use. This expertise may be lacking in a

person who possesses all the abilities required to devise and construct the

model.

Basic texts that introduce Markov chains as stochastic models may even

unknowingly contribute to user confusion in selection of an appropriate so-

lution method. Some use an iterative scheme (e.g., power method) as a way

of illustrating convergence to a stationary solution but may then leave the

reader with the impression that direct methods are used for routine solution

of Markov chains [21, 44, 14, 31].

The idea of providing analysis aids is not new. In their book, Fitting

Equations to Data, authors Daniel and Wood begin with a flow chart that

offers a scheme for making sense of raw scientific data. In their case, the goal

is the design of a useful predictor equation that allows greater inference into

the behavior of the underlying system [10]. Their general purpose was to

help the analyst, scientist, or engineer to select appropriate parameters and

make reasoned assumptions about least-squares methods of designing fitted

10



predictor equations for data.

In their 1976 book, Markov Chains: Theory and Applications, Isaacson

and Madsen devote an entire chapter to the topic of using a computer to

help classify and analyze a Markov chain. One of their main goals is that

“No preliminary analysis of the Markov chain by the user of the program

is required” [21, p.223]. The chapter also contains many flow charts that

describe a logical procedure for analysis of a Markov chain. Many of their

methods depend heavily on the calculation of powers of matrices and would

not be appropriate for the large matrices we use in our examples. Also, their

treatment of finding the stationary distribution provides little insight into

when one solution method might be preferred over another.

The book Templates for the Solution of Linear Systems by Barrett, et

al, describes a wide variety of iterative solution methods. The flowchart on

the inside jacket gives a suggested rationale for their possible selection and

use. However, the flowchart does not consider the characteristics of a Markov

chain and is not designed in the context of a software application [5].

In the 1980’s, academic and industrial statistical communities had a sub-

stantial amount of interest in augmenting statistical analysis software with

embedded statistical expertise [29, 28, 18, 8]. One of the chief concerns

was that the advent of Personal Computers (PC) had made statistical soft-

ware widely available but the software lacked intelligence and was not user-

friendly [18]. In view of what exists for the casual PC user today, that charge

could apply to almost any software package of the 1980’s; however, the statis-
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ticians had specific goals in mind for what embedded expert knowledge could

do for data analysis.

Some early software solutions were targeted at helping a user in one par-

ticular statistical area, such as time series or linear regression analysis; others

were more general in application and sought to help the user select the sta-

tistical method or test statistic appropriate for the data. Another goal was

to help the user interpret the results of statistical tests.

Some software packages were built from the “ground up” and others were

intelligent overlays to existing software packages [18, 29]. Pregibon [29] de-

scribed one early software effort that “died of island fever” because it “existed

on a workstation that no one used or cared to learn to use”. Certainly, there

are challenges to the widespread implementation of intelligent software and

diagnostic systems.

By the 1990’s commercial software claimed to be catching up with the

desires of statisticians [2]. Today, advertisements for statistical software claim

to have expert systems and artificial intelligence designed into the software.

In our research we do not evaluate these claims – we comment on them here

only to show the absence of similar claims from software that can analyze

Markov chain models.
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Chapter 3

Markov Chain Concepts and

Terminology

The phrase solving a Markov chain can evoke several interpretations. Taylor

and Karlin [44] use the term functional to refer to various characteristics that

can be computed for systems modeled with Markov chains. These include

• mean time to absorption

• first return time

• transient analysis

• stationary distribution

• limiting distribution

13



Not all of these functionals apply to every Markov chain. We are primarily

concerned with the methods and choices for computing the stationary or

limiting distribution of finite, irreducible Markov chains.

3.1 Example of a Markov Chain

As a basic example of a Markov chain we use the following model of daily fire

danger in Pisgah National Forest (adapted from [43]). We assume that the

fire danger of tomorrow depends only on the fire danger of today (and not the

fire danger two or more days ago). Table 3.1 shows the transition probability

from one day to the next. This model has three states: Low, Moderate, and

High. Note that each row sum equals one, meaning that for any given day,

we have completely accounted for all of the possible outcomes for the next

day. Assuming the table holds valid data, a fair question would be “What

percentage of days will the fire danger be high, in the long run?” We can

Table 3.1: Transition probabilities of daily fire danger

Tomorrow’s Fire Danger
Today’s Fire Danger Low Moderate High

Low 0.5 0.4 0.1
Moderate 0.3 0.5 0.2

High 0.0 0.5 0.5

also view the daily fire danger model by constructing the state transition

diagram shown in Figure 3.1. This diagram conveys the same information
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as Table 3.1. To be more formal, we can extract the data in Table 3.1 and

0.4 0.5

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.5

0 0.1

LOW MOD

HIGH

Figure 3.1: State transition diagram of daily fire danger

place it into a transition probability matrix P ,

P =




0.5 0.4 0.1

0.3 0.5 0.2

0.0 0.5 0.5




.

To answer the question “What percentage of days will the fire danger be high,

in the long run?” we must solve for π in the linear system

πP = π,
∑

i

πi = 1, π ≥ 0 (3.1)

where P is the transition probability matrix of the Markov chain. The vector

π is the left eigenvector of the matrix P associated with eigenvalue 1. The

normalization constraint ensures that we have a probability distribution. In
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this example, we have

π =
[

πLOW πMOD πHIGH

]
=

[
0.2830 0.4717 0.2453

]
.

Assuming that this Markov chain correctly models forest fire danger, we see

that πHIGH = 0.2453, so about one-fourth (24.53%) of the days will be in

High danger of a forest fire.

3.2 Stochastic Processes and Markov Chains

A stochastic process is defined by an indexed set of random variables {X(α), α ∈
T}, where we consider the index T as time. When T is discrete we observe

the stochastic process {Xn, n ≥ 0} and n is an integer index. When T is con-

tinuous, we consider the process {X(t), t ≥ 0}. The possible values attained

by the set {X(α)} are called states and the set of all states is the state space

of the process. The state space is either discrete or continuous [23].

A Markov chain is a stochastic process with a discrete state space and

the remarkable property that the next state of the process depends only on

the current state; that is, the future is independent of the past and depends

only on the current state of the process. In the discrete time case, we can

express the Markov property as

Pr {Xn+1 = j|X0 = i0, X1 = i1, . . . , Xn−1 = in−1, Xn = i}

= Pr {Xn+1 = j|Xn = i} (3.2)
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for time steps n and possible states i0, i1, . . . , in−1, i, j. It is convenient to

denote the single-step transition probability as pij where

pij = Pr {Xn+1 = j|Xn = i} . (3.3)

In other words, pij is the probability of moving from state i to state j in 1

time step.

We only consider Markov chains with a finite state space and we use the

data structures of matrices and transition diagrams to represent the Markov

chain process. For example, consider the two state discrete-time Markov

chain (DTMC) represented by Figure 3.2.

1 2

p22p11

p21

p12

Figure 3.2: DTMC transition diagram

We can represent the same Markov chain by its 2 x 2 transition probability

matrix P :

P =


 p11 p12

p21 p22




where the rows of P sum to 1.

In general, we use uppercase letters to represent matrices, lowercase let-
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ters for vectors, and we refer to the size of a matrix as n x n, where n is the

number of states in the Markov chain model. For the individual elements of

a vector we use subscripts on lowercase letters. For example, x2 is the second

element in the vector x = [x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn].

For successive vectors resulting from iteration we use a superscripted

index enclosed in parentheses, such as x(1), x(2), x(3), . . .. Lastly, we generally

use Greek letters for important scalar quantities—the exception to this is the

Greek letter π which we use to represent the stationary solution vector.

3.3 Definitions and Terminology

For what follows we need definitions of several Markov chain terms. Each of

these terms refers to a property of Markov chains that have an impact on the

selection of a solution method when computing the stationary distribution.

A Markov chain is irreducible if every state in the chain is reachable from

every other state in the chain. Markov chains that do not have this property

are called reducible. This property is easily seen in a transition diagram.

For example, in Figure 3.3 we see a reducible Markov chain because states 4

and 5 are not reachable from states {1, 2, 3}. If states 4 and 5 were deleted,

along with the associated arcs, then the remaining states {1, 2, 3} would

form an irreducible transition diagram for a Markov chain. Alternatively, if

the {4} → {2} arc is deleted then we are left with two distinct, irreducible

Markov chains.
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3

1

2

Figure 3.3: A reducible Markov chain

A Markov chain is said to be nearly completely decomposable if certain

transition probabilities are (relatively) small enough so that the chain can

almost be broken into two or more separate Markov chains. For short, we

use the acronym NCD. For example, consider Figure 3.4. Imagine that the

thin arcs {3} → {4} and {4} → {2} have considerably less magnitude than

the heavy arcs. Based on our previous example, we see that this Markov

chain is irreducible; however, if the two thin arcs are deleted we have two

structures that qualify as stand-alone Markov chains. Because of this, we say

that the Markov chain in Figure 3.4 defined by states {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is NCD.

The property of being NCD is also evident in the matrix representation of

this Markov chain. Suppose that the transition diagram in Figure 3.4 has

transition probabilities as shown in matrix (3.4). The matrix (3.4) shows that

most of the probability is in the two diagonal blocks and very little probability

in the off-diagonal blocks. This matrix is nearly completely decomposable
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1
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54

Figure 3.4: An NCD Markov chain

into two separate Markov chains matrices.

P =




.8501 .0 .1499 .0 .0

.1 .65090 .249 .0 .0

.1 .8 .09970 .0003 .0

.0 .0004 .0 .7 .2995

.0 .0 .0 .3995 .6004




(3.4)

.

The final property to consider is periodicity. The directed graph of every

irreducible Markov chain contains at least one elementary cycle. An elemen-

tary cycle is a path from state i back to state i where no intermediate states

are repeated. The length of an elementary cycle is the number of steps re-

quired to return to the starting state. Some states have self-loops which are

elementary cycles of length 1. Most Markov chains have several elementary

cycles. Let cli be the length of cycle i and let k be the number of elementary
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cycles in a given Markov chain. Then the periodicity of the Markov chain is

defined as

p = gcd{cl1, cl2, · · · , clk} (3.5)

where gcd ≡ greatest common divisor. For example, in Figure 3.5, the upper

figure has elementary cycles of length 1 and 3—so the period is 1. In the

lower graph, all elementary cycles are of length 3—here the period is 3. A

matrix is termed aperiodic if p = 1.

3

1

2

3

1

2

Figure 3.5: An example of periodicity

Kulkarni [23] describes five aspects of a stochastic process and we discuss

them here as a way of framing the focus of this dissertation:

• Characterization. We focus on stochastic processes that have the Markov

property. Markov chains have additional classifications based on their

structure and properties such as those discussed above.
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• Transient behavior. This is the distribution of the process at a par-

ticular time, t or n, and the observation of how the process changes

through time.

• Limiting behavior. This is the behavior of the process as time → ∞
and is the main focus of our current research. Under certain structural

conditions, the limiting behavior of a Markov chain is interpreted as

the probability of finding the process in a particular state; under other

conditions its interpretation is the fraction of time the process spends

in each state.

• First passage times. This is the examination of when the process first

enters a particular state or set of states.

• Costs and Rewards. This aspect considers the costs and rewards gen-

erated by the process based on which states are visited and how long

the process is in a particular state.

In the case of a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) the transitions from

one state to another are distributed exponentially and the matrix represent-

ing the Markov chain is a matrix of transition rates. The Markov property is

still present and is described mathematically as

Pr {X(tn+1) = j|X(t0) = i0, X(t1) = i1, . . . , X(tn) = in}

= Pr {X(tn+1) = j|X(tn) = in} (3.6)
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for time sequence t0, t1, . . . , tn, tn+1 and possible states i0, i1, . . . , in−1, in, j. In

a manner analogous to the DTMC, the limiting distribution of an irreducible

CTMC is the solution π to

πQ = 0,
∑

i

πi = 1, π ≥ 0. (3.7)

In this case, the rows of Q sum to zero and qij is an element of Q. The

element qij is the rate of transition from state i to j. The diagonal elements

are defined by

qii = −∑
i6=j

qij.

The system in (3.7) is assured of a non-zero solution vector π because the

matrix Q is singular with rank (n − 1) [37]. We can rewrite system (3.7) as

QT πT = 0.

For a DTMC we can also describe the problem of obtaining π as the

solution to a homogeneous linear system. We are able to do this because of

the following equalities that allow us to express the matrix P in terms of Q,

and vice versa:

Q = I − P, and P = ∆t Q + I, (3.8)

where I is the identity matrix and

∆t =
1

maxi|qii| .
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For a DTMC we rewrite equation (3.1) as

πP = π

πP − π = 0

π − πP = 0

π (I − P ) = 0, (3.9)

and letting Q = I − P , we obtain πQ = 0, which is identical to (3.7). In

both cases, we see that the solution vector π can be obtained by solving the

linear system

QT πT = 0,
∑

i

πi = 1, π ≥ 0. (3.10)

The solution vector π to the systems (3.1) and (3.7) is also called the sta-

tionary probability vector.

When the Markov chain is finite, irreducible, and aperiodic then the el-

ement πj from the vector π is interpreted as both the probability of finding

the process in state j and the long-run proportion of time the process spends

in state j. When the Markov chain is finite, irreducible, and periodic, the el-

ement πj from the vector π is interpreted as the long-run proportion of time

the process spend in state j. In both cases, the unique solution to (3.10)

provides the vector π. The reader is invited to see references [37, 44, 33] for

more discussion of this distinction in interpretation.
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Chapter 4

Solution Methods

Solution methods for obtaining the vector π include direct, iterative, projec-

tion, and decompositional methods [5, 16, 23, 30, 37, 38], as well as various ap-

proximation and bounding techniques such as those described by Semal [36].

Direct methods always terminate in a finite number of operations and this

number can be accurately computed before starting the algorithm. Con-

versely, iterative methods use a convergence-based stopping criteria and the

exact number of operations (or iterations) is unknown until the algorithm is

applied to the matrix at hand. In general, iterative methods begin with an

initial solution and at each step update the current solution to obtain the

next solution approximation.

Projection methods do have an iterative aspect to them but instead of up-

dating the solution vector at each iteration, projection methods repeatedly

create small-dimension subspaces and seek the best approximate solution
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from the vectors within the current subspace. The result is an improving se-

quence of solution vectors {xk} that result in convergence to the solution [38].

Decompositional methods are appropriate for use on Markov chain ma-

trices that are NCD, or nearly completely decomposable. Since the matrix is

nearly decomposable, a tempting idea is to divide the matrix into its largest

parts, find their individual solutions, and then somehow combine the indi-

vidual solutions to obtain the overall solution. This is the concept of divide

and conquer [37].

Each of the four solution categories are considered in more detail later

when we discuss their implementation and application.

4.1 Direct Methods

Gaussian elimination is the oldest method for solving a linear system. Ma-

trices and determinants were seriously studied as long ago as the second

century BC and in the early 1800s Gauss proposed the solution method we

know today as Gaussian elimination [3]. When applied to a discrete time

Markov chain, the solution vector π that we seek is the solution to the linear

system

πP = π,
∑

i

πi = 1, π ≥ 0 (4.1)

where P is the transition probability matrix of the Markov chain. The system

of (4.1) can be rewritten using Q = I − P to obtain QT πT = 0. Now we

are seeking the solution of a consistent, homogeneous linear system with a
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singular coefficient matrix [30].

For reasonable sized systems, Gaussian elimination is efficient and ac-

curate. Through elementary row operations the coefficient matrix is trans-

formed into an upper triangular system and then the solution is obtained

through back-substitution. Because the matrix QT has rank (n− 1), the ele-

mentary row operations end with the last row of the reduced matrix having

all zero elements. This allows us to assign an arbitrary value to the πn ele-

ment and proceed with the back-substitution to obtain a solution. Recalling

the requirement for
∑

i πi = 1, we can normalize the result and obtain the

desired solution vector π.

For large problems, depending on the initial structure of the matrix, a

direct method can cause fill-in as the computations progress. Fill-in is the

replacement of zero elements with non-zero elements. For a large matrix, the

creation of new, non-zero elements can create a memory shortage. The fill-in

is limited when the matrix has a banded structure with most of the non-zero

elements close to the main diagonal. Thus direct methods are appropriate

for small matrices or matrices where excessive fill-in will not occur.

4.2 Iterative Methods

Iterative methods are generally preferred to direct methods unless the matrix

has a special structure that can be exploited [38]. Iterative methods have the

particular advantage that no changes are made to the stored matrix during
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computations. Once the matrix is stored in a compact form no fill-in or

changes are made to the matrix [37]. Iterative methods can also be faster

than direct methods.

The power method is the simplest of the iterative methods for obtaining

the stationary vector π and is one of the keys to understanding the Successive

Over-Relaxation (SOR) method that we use in this research.

4.2.1 The Power Method

The stationary distribution vector π of an irreducible Markov chain satisfies

the matrix-vector equation π = πP , where π is the left-hand eigenvector of

P corresponding to the unit eigenvalue. Again, P is the matrix of transition

probabilities. If P is also aperiodic, then π can be obtained through an

iterative scheme as shown in 4.2. Recall that π(i) is the approximation of the

vector π at iteration i.

π(1) = π(0)P

π(2) = π(1)P = (π(0)P )P = π(0)P 2

π(3) = π(2)P = π(0)P 3

...
...

...

π(k) = π(0)P k. (4.2)
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Under the previously mentioned conditions on P ,

lim
k→∞

π(k) = π.

Letting x = πT , an iteration scheme based on the above can be expressed as

x(k+1) = P T x(k). (4.3)

This method for obtaining π is called the power method. If the Markov

chain is aperiodic and irreducible, then the iteration matrix has a simple

unit eigenvalue (λ1 = 1) and the power method converges; however, the rate

of convergence depends on the sub-dominant (second largest) eigenvalue, λ2,

and the ratio

|λ2|
|λ1| . (4.4)

The smaller the ratio, the faster the convergence of the power method. If

|λ2| ≈ 1 then the power method has little practical value because the con-

vergence is too slow.

Initial Iteration Vector

The simplest initial vector to use with an (n x n) Markov chain matrix system

is an n x 1 vector, x, where each element is xi = 1
n
. In sections 8.4 and 8.5,

we experiment with different alternatives to this default starting vector.
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Stopping Criterion

As noted at the start of this section, we hope the chosen iterative method

produces a converging sequence (4.5) of iterates (vectors) that end up being

acceptably close to the exact solution for our system of equations. To make

this scheme complete, we must consider appropriate stopping criteria. For

general linear systems Ax = b, stopping criteria usually involve either the

residual, defined as r(k) = Ax(k) − b, or some other suitable measurement of

the progress being made towards the solution. If the residual is used, then

the algorithm can be stopped when

‖r(k)‖ ≤ ε,

where ε is a user-defined tolerance. See Barrett [5] for more details. If

progress toward a solution is used as the stopping criterion, then the algo-

rithm can be halted when continued iterations yield little or no additional

improvement in the solution. This is measured by the norm of the difference

of successive iteration vectors:

‖x(k) − x(k−1)‖ ≤ ε.

This stopping criterion works well for iterative methods that exhibit at least

somewhat monotone convergence, such as the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and SOR

methods that we discuss next [5].
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4.2.2 Additional Iterative Methods

Other iterative methods for determining the stationary distribution of a

Markov chain are derived from iterative methods for the solution of lin-

ear systems Ax = b. An iterative method for solving Ax = b constructs a

sequence of approximate solution vectors

x(0), x(1), x(2), · · · , x(i), · · · (4.5)

with the goal of quickly converging to the solution (within an acceptable

tolerance level). Here x(0) is a initial vector used to start the algorithm. If

the system arises from a Markov chain, then x(0) is a probability vector that

must satisfy the normalization constraint
∑

i xi = 1. The iteration scheme

takes the form

x(k) = Bx(k−1) + c, (4.6)

where the matrix B and the vector c are both time-invariant. The itera-

tion formula (4.6) arises from a conveniently1 chosen splitting of the original

coefficient matrix A. For example, let A = M − N , then

Ax = b

(M − N)x = b

Mx − Nx = b

1The convenience is that A = M − N is chosen so that M is nonsingular and easily
inverted.
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Mx = Nx + b

x = M−1Nx + M−1b. (4.7)

Letting B = M−1N and c = M−1b, we can see that equation (4.7) is equiv-

alent to equation (4.6).

In the particular case of a Markov chain, the stationary distribution is the

solution to the homogeneous system 0 = πQ or QT πT = 0. Letting x = πT

we obtain

QT x = 0. (4.8)

Here Q is the (n x n) infinitesimal generator matrix of the Markov chain.

Since P has a unit eigenvalue, the matrix Q = (I −P ) has a zero eigenvalue,

and equation (4.8) has a non-trivial solution [37]. Since the right-hand side

of equation (4.8) is zero the iteration scheme of (4.6) becomes

x(k+1) = Bx(k). (4.9)

At convergence, x = Bx and x is the right-hand eigenvector of the iteration

matrix B corresponding to the unit eigenvalue. Note that equations (4.3) and

(4.9) are of identical form. So we see that the iterative solution to QT x =

0 via a splitting technique is the same as the power method applied to an

appropriately chosen iteration matrix B. The same ratio of the dominant

and sub-dominant eigenvalues of the iteration matrix shown in (4.4) controls

the convergence of power iterations based on splitting techniques.
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We next examine three iterative solution methods that successively build

on each other and each use a splitting technique: the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel,

and the Successive Overrelaxation (SOR). We then discuss in detail a modi-

fication of the SOR method that makes it easier for novice users to employ.

Jacobi Method

The method of Jacobi considers the matrix splitting QT = D−(L+U), where

D, L, and U are, respectively, the diagonal, lower, and upper structures of

the coefficient matrix. Then

QT x = 0

[D − (L + U)] x = 0

Dx = (L + U)x

x(k+1) = D−1(L + U)x(k). (4.10)

Equation 4.10 is then a power iteration with iteration matrix BJ = D−1(L+

U).

Gauss-Seidel Method

When the method of Jacobi is executed in an algorithm, the elements, xi, of

the next approximate solution vector are computed in sequence as the matrix-

vector product proceeds. The Gauss-Seidel method recognizes that these
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newly computed elements of the next solution vector constitute the most

recent information about the solution vector. Accordingly, in Gauss-Seidel,

the most recently computed elements x1, x2, · · · , xi are used for the matrix-

vector product that yields the xi+1 element. This amounts to a splitting of

the coefficient matrix as QT = (D − L) − U . Then

QT x = 0

[(D − L) − U ] x = 0

(D − L)x − Ux = 0

(D − L)x = Ux

x(k+1) = (D − L)−1Ux(k). (4.11)

Equation 4.11 is then a power iteration with iteration matrix BGS = (D −
L)−1U .

SOR Method

The method of Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) is a modification of the

Gauss-Seidel method. SOR iterates are computed by taking a weighted linear

combination of the previously computed iterate and the current Gauss-Seidel

iterate for each component:

x
(k)
i = ωx̄

(k)
i + (1 − ω)x

(k−1)
i , (4.12)
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where the x̄ denotes the current Gauss-Seidel iterate and ω is the relaxation

parameter [5]. Note that when ω = 1, then SOR iteration is identical to the

Gauss-Seidel method. The SOR method generally follows the same splitting

approach that was used for Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel. For SOR, the splitting

can be observed as QT = M − N where M = ω−1[D − ωL] and N =

ω−1[(1 − ω)D + ωU ] [37]. Then

x(k+1) = (D − ωL)−1[(1 − ω)D + ωU ]x(k) (4.13)

and equation (4.13) is a power iteration with iteration matrix BSOR = (D −
ωL)−1[(1 − ω)D + ωU ].

The relaxation parameter ω is valid for 0 < ω < 2, and it can be shown

that SOR fails to converge if ω ≤ 0 or ω ≥ 2 [30]. The optimal choice,

ωopt, for the value of ω is one that accelerates convergence by decreasing the

value of the sub-dominant eigenvalue more than any other ω value. This, in

turn, decreases the ratio (4.4) and accelerates the convergence of the power

iterations.

As an example, we show Figure 4.1, which is a plot of the subdominant

eigenvalue of the SOR iteration matrix as a function of ω for the matrix

qnatm740.2

This plot was produced by creating a matlab code loop that repeatedly

forms the SOR iteration matrix and then solves for the three greatest (in

2This Markov chain models an ATM queuing network and is available at
www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/WStewart/index.html.
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Figure 4.1: Subdominant eigenvalue plot

magnitude) eigenvalues. The subdominant eigenvalue is then plotted. For

relatively small matrices this can be done in a few minutes but for large

matrices it can be impractical—so it is clear that making plots such as these

it not an efficient means of selecting an ω value for the SOR algorithm.

However, plots like these are helpful in testing an adaptive SOR algorithm.

By adaptive we mean an algorithm that chooses and adaptively changes the

value of ω as the algorithm progresses.

In only a few special cases can the value of ωopt be determined in advance

(see [30] for a discussion). In general, the value of omega is determined

through either trial and error or an adaptive procedure that adjusts the
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value of ω as the SOR iterations proceed. While simple in concept, the

actual implementation of an adaptive SOR algorithm is somewhat complex.

Many authors who describe the SOR method do not discuss adaptive schemes

in detail, if at all.

A trial and error implementation of SOR begins when the user selects a

value for the relaxation parameter (ω) and starts the SOR algorithm. The

user observes the results and then repeats the cycle, picking a new ω, until

convergence is obtained in a reasonable number of iterations. This is neither

a satisfactory nor systematic approach since for some choices of ω the SOR

iteration probably fails to converge. Additionally, this approach fails to take

advantage of information that is available in the Markov chain matrix.

Conversely, an adaptive SOR procedure does not require the user to

choose a value for omega. Instead the program assumes a default starting

value of omega and begins iterations. The value of omega is then adaptively

changed to obtain convergence of the iterations.

In this research we experimented with several approaches for adaptively

choosing an ω value. These included using a Golden Section search [7] and

the method of Merrall [24].

The Golden Section search is an efficient one-dimensional, non-gradient

search for locating the minimum of a function within a bounded interval. It

is based on the ancient intervals of g and 1 − g, where

g =
−1 +

√
5

2
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and g is used for dividing a line or a solid object [7]. The search proceeds

by evaluating the function initially at 2 points and then discarding the point

(and interval) which is furthest from the minimum of the function. Subse-

quent iterations only need one functional evaluation. This is an appealing

idea for finding the value of ω that gives us the best SOR iteration matrix

but we do not know the function for the curve in Figure 4.1; this would seem

to prohibit the use of a Golden Section Search. To overcome this difficultly

we used a convergence ratio test in place of a functional evaluation. Unfor-

tunately, the Golden Section method was not sensitive enough to adaptively

adjust ω. Figure 4.2 shows the Golden Section adjustment for the kanban55

matrix. For this matrix, ωopt ≈ 1.0 and the Golden Section adjustment

widely oscillates and then stabilizes far from the optimum ω value.

Merrall’s method attempts to locate the optimum ω by starting with

ω = 0.5 and adjusting the value ever higher while a convergence ratio is used

to sense the characteristic cusp that reveals the optimum value of ω (see

Figure 4.1). This type of cusp is present for every SOR iteration matrix.

Merrall makes the assumption that the cusp (and his convergence ratio) are

approximately polynomial near the minimum. He tests for changes in the

convergence ratio and then uses a Newton polynomial interpolation on the

last three values of the convergence ratio. We had some success with Merrall’s

approach but found it tricky to sense the cusp. We also disliked the brute

force approach of starting with ω0 = 0.5 and then marching up towards 2.0.

We prefer a method that approaches the problem more like a human
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Figure 4.2: Golden Section adaptive ω adjustment for kanban55 matrix

expert ; that is, start with ω = 1.0 and adjust up or down based on how the

SOR algorithm behaves.

Our implementation is based on a method demonstrated by Barth [6]

where ω0 = 1.0 and then is adjusted up or down depending on observation of a

convergence ratio; however, based on experimentation we chose a convergence

ratio different than that presented in his paper.

In addition to the convergence test contained within the basic SOR al-

gorithm, a convergence ratio is defined to indicate the effect of the changes

in ω. The ∞-norm is computed on the difference between successive iterates

that are twenty iterations apart. In all, sixty iterations are made with each
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value of ω and then successive iterates are used in a ratio [4].

We define a convergence ratio as

αk =
‖ xk − xk−20 ‖∞

‖ xk−20 − xk−40 ‖∞ . (4.14)

Each two consecutive values of α are compared. We favor values of α that are

progressively getting smaller because this indicates convergence. We continue

to increment the value of ω according the rule

ωk+1 = ωk + ∆k (4.15)

where ∆0 = 0.1 at the start of the algorithm. Since the majority of systems

respond best to over-relaxation we start our adaptive procedure by assuming

that ω increases from ω = 1.0. If the most recent value of α is greater than

the previous value then we make the assumption that the value of ω needs

adjustment in the opposite direction. We set

∆k+1 = −∆k

2

and again increment ω according to (4.15).

Once begun, the adaptive process continues until one of three events occurs:

1. The SOR algorithm converges for some value of ω.

2. The omega value is incremented to ω ≥ 2.0. If this occurs then omega is
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Figure 4.3: Convergence ratio adaptive ω adjustment for kanban55 matrix

then set to ω = 1.85 and the SOR continues to its natural completion.

3. The omega value is decremented to ω ≤ 0.50. If this occurs then omega

is then set to ω = 0.50 and the SOR continues to its natural completion.

As an example, again consider Figure 4.3 which shows the adaptive ad-

justment of ω for the matrix kanban55. After starting at 1.0, the value of

ω is adjusted every 60 iterations and finally is stabilized at ω = 0.96875

until convergence occurs. The final ω is very close to ωopt ≈ 1.0. Compare

Figure 4.3 to Figure 4.2 which shows the use of a Golden Section search.

The Golden Section search oscillates widely and does not stabilize near the

optimum value of ω ≈ 1.0 for this matrix.
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While testing various Markov chain models for this research, we discov-

ered a case where the adaptive procedure adjusted the ω value too far. This

caused the algorithm to nearly converge and then quickly veer away from con-

vergence to failure. This behavior was only observed in the ridler model

(see Section 8.1). To counteract this effect, we added code that monitors the

convergence criteria and catches this type of behavior. When detected, the

ω value is reset back two steps and stabilized. This mechanism corrected the

problem and allowed convergence for this model.

In summary, we had the best results when we started at ω = 1.0 and

adaptively adjusted based on a convergence ratio measured at spaced inter-

vals. Hovland and Heath [19] report some success using a derivative-based

method to adjust ω. We did not experiment with their methods but we did

observe the same phenomenon: we found that some models return faster

SOR times with adaptive ω adjustment than with iterations where the relax-

ation parameter is fixed at ωopt. An extensive literature search did not reveal

any explanation for this behavior. On the surface, this behavior does not

make sense because the value of ω is responsible for altering the eigenvalue

ratio given in (4.4). Areas that could be investigated include the structure

of the iteration matrix and the fact that in the adaptive SOR algorithm the

intermediate ω values oscillate on both sides of ωopt.
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Block Versions of Jacobi, GS and SOR

Each of the previously described point iterative algorithms has a block ver-

sion. Block iterative methods are sometimes useful when the states of a

matrix can be partitioned (and permuted) into meaningful groups, or blocks.

One example where this occurs is in matrices that are Nearly Completely

Decomposable, or NCD. The following 8 × 8 matrix taken from [37] is NCD

with three distinct diagonal blocks that are nearly decomposable into three

distinct Markov chains.

P =




.85 .0 .149 .0009 .0 .00005 .0 .00005

.1 .65000 .249 .0 .0009 .00005 .0 .00005

.1 .8 .09960 .0003 .0 .0 .0001 .0

.0 .0004 .0 .7 .2995 .0 .0001 .0

.0005 .0 .0004 .399 .6 .0001 .0 0

.0 .00005 .0 .0 .00005 .6 .2499 .15

.00003 .0 .00003 0.00004 .0 .1 .8 .0999

.0 .00005 .0 .0 .00005 .1999 .25 .55




.

From equation (4.8) we can envision blocks of states where




QT
11 QT

12 · · · QT
1N

QT
21 QT

22 · · · QT
2N

...
...

. . .
...

QT
N1 QT

N2 · · · QT
NN







x1

x2

...

xN




= 0.
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The block Jacobi iterative method splits QT into

QT = DN − (LN + UN),

where DN is a block diagonal matrix, LN is a lower block triangular matrix,

and UN is an upper block triangular matrix. Each Jacobi iteration has the

form

DNx(k+1) = (LN + UN)x(k).

Letting ZN = (LN + UN)x(k), we see that for every Jacobi iteration we must

solve N systems of equations:

DNx(k+1) = ZN .

The Jacobi iterations are called outer iterations. The N inner systems of

equations can be solved by any appropriate method. If the inner system is

small enough then Gaussian elimination may be appropriate; if not, then

an iterative method such as Gauss-Seidel can be used. We expect that the

additional effort per iteration to solve the N systems is rewarded by fewer

overall Jacobi iterations.
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4.3 Projection Methods

Projection methods repeatedly create small-dimension subspaces and seek

the best approximate solution from the vectors within the current subspace.

The result is an improving sequence of vectors {x(k)} that converge to the

solution. Here we focus on Krylov subspace projection methods. Common

Krylov methods include the generalized minimum residual (GMRES), con-

jugate gradient (CG), and bi-conjugate gradient stabilized (BiCGSTAB).

Krylov methods are based on the observation that an approximate solu-

tion vector, x, to an (n × n) system of equations, Ax = b, lies in a subspace

whose dimension is generally smaller than the order of A (m ¿ n). If m

is small, then a solution method based on Krylov subspaces might quickly

converge to the solution. See [20] for more details.

Starting with an initial solution guess, x(0), a Krylov projection method

finds the best approximation, x(k) = x(0) + z, to the exact solution. It does

this by selecting a vector z from vectors in the Krylov subspace Kk where

Kk(A, c) ≡ span{c, Ac,A2c, . . . , Ak−1c} (4.16)

for some vector c. When the solution sequence, {x(k)}, is designed to build

a basis for the subspace, Kk, the projection method terminates in at most n

iterations (since there can be no more than n linearly independent vectors in

a subspace of dimension n) [37, 20].

To see why it make sense that the solution to Ax = b should be found in
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a Krylov subspace, it helps to consider that our solution is x = A−1b. Let

m be the degree of the minimal polynomial of A, ψm(A) = 0. Then as a

concrete example, imagine a matrix A with m = 3. Then

0 = ψ3(A)

0 = α0I + α1A + α2A
2 + α3A

3

α0I = − (α1A + α2A
2 + α3A

3)

I = − 1

α0

(α1A + α2A
2 + α3A

3)

A−1I = − 1

α0

(α1A
−1A + α2A

−1A2 + α3A
−1A3)

A−1 = − 1

α0

(α1 + α2A + α3A
2).

Recalling that x = A−1b, then

x = A−1b = − 1

α0

(α1b + α2Ab + α3A
2b)

and we can see that x ∈ K3(A, b).

Conjugate Gradient Methods

In this section our goal is to describe the use of the bi-conjugate gradient

stabilized (BiCGSTAB) algorithm as a method for finding the stationary dis-

tribution of a Markov chain by solving QT πT = 0. The BiCGSTAB method

is a projection method and is a refinement of the gradient, conjugate gradi-
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ent (CG), Bi-conjugate gradient (BiCG), and the conjugate gradient squared

(CGS) methods for solving Ax = b. To understand BiCGSTAB we first need

to review the underpinnings of its related methods.

If the matrix A is symmetric and positive definite, then the solution to

the system Ax = b is equivalent to minimizing the quadratic function

F (y) =
1

2
yT Ay − yT b. (4.17)

The minimum can be found using the gradient or steepest descent method.

Starting with an initial approximation, x(0), the approach consists of two

parts in each iteration: (i) choose a direction, d, and (ii) choose how far

to proceed in that direction (step parameter, α, chosen to minimize equa-

tion 4.17). For a symmetric, positive definite matrix A, let d = r = b − Ax.

Then the steepest descent method is represented by

Do until convergence:

• Compute scalar α

• Update x = x + αr

• Update r = b − Ax

At each iteration the value of α is calculated as

αk =
r(k)T

r(k)

r(k)T Ar(k)
.

This value of α minimizes F (x + αr) which is equation (4.17) evaluated at

y = x+αr. The steepest descent method converges but may do so slowly [30].
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An improved scheme, the conjugate gradient method, chooses search di-

rections, p(k), so that successive residual vectors, r(k−1) and r(k), are mutually

orthogonal. To do this, we require that the successive direction vectors, p(k−1)

and p(k), be A-orthogonal or conjugate directions. (Two direction vectors p

and q that satisfy pT Aq = 0 are conjugate directions.) This method uses the

scalar

αk =
r(k)T

r(k)

p(k)T Ap(k)

to update the solution and residual vectors. The scalar

βk =
r(k)T

r(k)

r(k−1)T r(k−1)

updates the search direction vector and preserves conjugacy. Let p(0) =

r(0) = b−Ax(0), where p(0) is the initial search direction, then the conjugate

gradient method is:

Do until convergence:

• Compute α

• Update x = x + αp

• Update r = r − αAp

• Compute scalar β

• Update p = r − βp

It can be shown that at iteration k

r(k) ∈ Kk(A, r(0)) ≡ span{r(0), Ar(0), A2r(0), . . . , Akr(0)} (4.18)
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and

p(k) ∈ Kk(A, p(0)) ≡ span{p(0), Ap(0), A2p(0), . . . , Akp(0)}. (4.19)

From this we see that the conjugate gradient method is a Krylov subspace

method.

The conjugate gradient method is often used in conjunction with a pre-

conditioning matrix, M applied to the coefficient matrix A. The matrix M

is chosen so that it is close to A−1 in some sense. The purpose of a pre-

conditioner is to improve the convergence of the algorithm by transforming

Ax = b into

M−1Ax = M−1b. (4.20)

System (4.20) has the same solution as Ax = b but we expect that the new

coefficient matrix M−1A has better spectral properties than the matrix A

and thus lead to faster convergence [5]. For better understanding of what

follows, here is the preconditioned conjugate gradient method.

Let r(0) = b − Ax(0)

Solve Mz(0) = r(0) to obtain z(0)

Let p(0) = z(0)

Do until convergence:

• Compute α

• Update x = x + αp

• Update r = r − αAp

• Solve Mz = r to obtain z

• Compute β

• Update p = z + βp
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In the algorithm above,

αk =
r(k−1)T

z(k−1)

p(k)T Ap(k)

and

βk =
r(k)T

z(k)

r(k−1)T z(k−1)
.

The three methods discussed above (steepest descent, conjugate gradient,

and the preconditioned conjugate gradient) are applicable to systems that

have a symmetric and positive definite coefficient matrix A. For systems

with general matrices, including Markov chains, we now consider the bi-

conjugate gradient (BiCG), the conjugate gradient squared (CGS), and the

bi-conjugate gradient stabilized (BiCGSTAB) algorithms.

To solve a system Ax = b for a general matrix A, the BiCG algorithm

maintains two sequences of residual vectors and two sequences of search di-

rections. The residual sequences, r(j) and r̃(i), satisfy the biorthogonality

condition (r̃(i)T
r(j) = 0 for i 6= j). In a similar way, the sequences of search

directions p(j) and p̃(i) are bi-conjugate and satisfy p̃(i)T
Ap(j) = 0 for i 6= j.

The BiCG looks like two instances of preconditioned-CG being solved in

parallel.
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Let r(0) = b − Ax(0)

Let p(0) = p̃(0) = r̃(0) = r(0)

Do until convergence:

• Compute scalar α

• Update x = x + αp

• Update r = r − αAp and r̃ = r̃ − αAT p̃

• Solve Mz = r and MT z̃ = r̃

• Compute scalar β

• Update p = z − βp and p̃ = z̃ − βp̃

In the BiCG algorithm the scalars α and β maintain the bi-orthogonality

and bi-conjugacy conditions, respectively. They are computed as

αk =
r̃(k−1)T

r(k−1)

p̃(k)T Ap(k)

and

βk =
r̃(k)T

r(k)

r̃(k−1)T r(k−1)
.

It can be shown that in the BiCG algorithm the sequences of residual and

direction vectors can be expressed as the product of a kth degree polynomial

in the matrix A and the initial residual vector, r(0) [16, 5]. Let P and Q be

polynomials of the matrix A and define the following equations:

r(k) = Pk(A)r(0), r̃(k) = Pk(A)r̃(0) (4.21)

and

p(k) = Qk(A)r(0), p̃(k) = Qk(A)r̃(0). (4.22)
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This relationship leads to the observation that if the BiCG algorithm is

converging, then r(k) is smaller than r(0) and the polynomial P is acting as

a contraction operator [5]. If the polynomial P (A) is an effective contraction

operator on the residual, then perhaps P 2(A) could be even better! This

is the essence of the conjugate gradient squared, or CGS method. The CGS

algorithm does not require AT and it converges faster than the BiCG method;

however, the same squaring effect that gives it faster performance can also

lead to large oscillations and irregular convergence behavior [16, 5]. The

last method we discuss in this section, bi-conjugate gradient stabilized, or

BiCGSTAB, is designed to avoid these convergence problems.

The BiCGSTAB modifies our previous notion of a contraction polynomial.

Instead of squaring the residual polynomial, as in conjugate gradient squared,

BiCGSTAB computes the residual at step k with a higher degree polynomial

in A as

r(k) = Qk(A)Pk(A)r(0). (4.23)

Here Q is a polynomial describing a direction vector [5, 16]. This change

gives BiCGSTAB smoother convergence behavior than that which is seen in

the CGS method. For this reason, the BiCGSTAB method is the projection

method used in this research. Its outline is shown here:
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Let r(0) = b − Ax(0)

Let r̃ = r(0)

Let p = r(0)

Let ω = 0
Do until convergence:

• Compute scalar ρk−1 = r̃T r(k−1)

• Check: if ρk = 0 then method fails

• Solve Mp̃ = p to obtain p̃

• Compute ṽ = Ap̃

• Compute scalar α

• Update s = r − αv

• If ‖s‖ is small enough then stop, else

• Solve Ms̃ = s to obtain s̃

• Compute t = As̃

• Compute scalar ω

• Update x = x + αp̃ + ωs̃

• Update r = s − ωt

• Compute scalar β

• Update p = r + β(p − ωv)

The scalars α, ω, and β are computed as follows:

αk =
ρk−1

r̃T v(k)
,

ωk =
tT s

tT t
,
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and

βk =

(
ρk

ρk−1

)
×

(
αk

ωk

)
.

To use any of the previous three methods on Markov chains, the system

Ax = b becomes QT πT = 0, where Q is the infinitesimal generator matrix of

the process.

4.4 Decompositional Methods

Decompositional methods are appropriate for use on Markov chain matrices

that are NCD, or nearly completely decomposable, as discussed in section 3.3.

Recall that we have N diagonal blocks, Pii, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N and the non-

zero transition probabilities in the off-diagonal blocks are small compared to

the probabilities within the diagonal blocks [37].

Decompositional methods solve a large problem by breaking it into smaller,

easier, sub-problems. In the case of NCD matrices, we can logically partition

the matrix into smaller blocks, each with relatively strong interactions be-

tween their states. The small blocks with strong interactions are solved and

then their individual solutions are combined to obtain the global solution.

One important problem with this approach is how to properly account for

the interactions among the NCD blocks.

One way to account for the block interactions is with a coupling matrix

that shrinks the effects of each block down into a single element [37]. This

effect is known as the aggregation step. The N × N aggregation matrix is
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itself stochastic and its stationary distribution vector ξ is found. The vector ξ

is used to update the global solution and then a block Gauss-Seidel iteration

is performed. This improvement of the global solution π using block Gauss-

Seidel is known as the disaggregation step and its purpose is to improve

the coupling matrix. This algorithm is called IAD, or iterative-aggregation-

disaggregation. The major steps are summarized in the box below.

1. Find an initial soln for πP = π

2. Form an N × N aggregation matrix, A

3. Solve for ξ:

ξA = ξ,
∑

i

ξi = 1, ξ > 0

4. Using ξ, update the global solution

5. Improve the global soln π with Block GS

6. Check convergence. If needed, return to step 2

4.5 Solution Methods Summary

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the solution methods discussed in this chap-

ter. Table 4.1 is based largely on information contained in two tables from

reference [5]. The SAXPY operation in the table is defined as “scalar a times

vector x plus vector y”. In mathematical symbols this is αx + y.

For the linear system Ax = b, the Jacobi algorithm stores the matrix and

three n-vectors: the right-hand side vector, and the x(k−1) and x(k) vectors.
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Table 4.1: Summary of solution methods

Storage Inner Matrix-vector
Method Reqmts. Product SAXPY product
Gaussian elim (GE) matrix + fill-in – – –
Jacobi matrix + 3n – – 1a

SOR matrix + 2n – 1 1a

BiCGSTAB matrix + 10n 4 6 2

aThis method contain no actual matrix-vector product but the number of operations
is equivalent.

The SOR algorithm can overwrite the current iteration vector as it is com-

puted, so it only requires two n-vectors. The BiCGSTAB algorithm must

maintain ten n-vectors (b, r, r̃, p, p̃, v, s, s̃, t, and x) in addition to the matrix.

The IAD method has unique storage and computational requirements and

they are summarized in Table 4.2. Sample matlab code for this algorithm

can be found in [37]. At each iteration, the vectors b and y are equal in

length to the size of the block currently being solved. The residual vector in

step 6 will have one element of each iteration of the algorithm.

Table 4.2: Summary of IAD method

Variable Algorithm Step
Name Size Data Type Reference

P n × n matrix all
π n × 1 vector 1,6

Pije n × N matrix 2
φ N × n matrix 2
A N × N matrix 3
ξ N × 1 vector 4

AA N × N matrix 4
en N × 1 vector 4
z n × 1 vector 5a
b varies vector 5b
y varies vector 5b

residual varies vector 6
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The IAD algorithm requires N + 1 matrix-vector products in steps 3

and 5a. The IAD method also contains operations due the solution of the

probability vector ξ and the Block Gauss-Seidel solution in steps 4 and 5b,

respectively.

The summary tables reveal some intrinsic strengths and weakness of dif-

ferent algorithms. Gaussian elimination can require excessive memory; SOR

is efficient but the relaxation parameter must be chosen and may not be

effective on NCD matrices; IAD is effective on NCD matrices but has rela-

tively high storage and operations requirements. We conclude that a variety

of methods must be available in an intelligent software tool.
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Chapter 5

Selection of a Solution Method

5.1 Solution Criteria

Quarteroni describes four considerations for making a choice between differ-

ent solution methods: efficiency of an algorithm, the structure of a matrix,

size and storage needs, and the architecture of the computer being used to

solve the Markov chain [30]. A more detailed view of these criteria is the

following:

• Structure of the matrix. Does there exist exploitable structure in the

matrix? For example, is the matrix banded, triangular, or upper Hes-

senburg in its structure?

• Closeness to some exploitable form. Can the matrix be easily modified

to obtain an exploitable structure?
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• Sparseness of the matrix. Is the matrix mostly composed of zero ele-

ments?

• Size and storage considerations. Can our computer and data structures

accommodate any anticipated fill-in that occurs during execution of the

solution algorithm?

• Time and number of operations required to compute a solution. Is our

computer platform able to return a solution in a reasonable time?

The above listed criteria are unequal in their usefulness and their avail-

ability. Some are available before the matrix is constructed and others cannot

be fully evaluated until the matrix is stored on the computer. Under certain

conditions, a single criterion could be strong enough to recommend one ap-

proach over all others; in other cases, several criteria must be taken together

to make this determination. Ideally, we want to minimize the time and effort

needed to choose a solution approach.1 This research proposes a mechanism

for the systematic application and interpretation of these criteria that point

to the selection of a suitable solution method.

After the initial determination is made to use a direct, iterative, or pro-

jection method, there can be additional considerations to determine the best

solution method within the general category. For example, if examination

of the above criteria point toward the use of a direct method, additional

1The word minimize is not used here in the strict optimization sense; rather it is used
to mean that we do not want to do more work than necessary to reach a reasonable
conclusion.
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inspection might reveal a poorly conditioned problem that would indicate

using the GTH (Grassmann-Taksar-Heyman) version of Gaussian elimina-

tion. Likewise, a determination to use the SOR method also requires the

selection of the relaxation parameter.

Matrix Structure

The structure of a stochastic matrix has a tremendous effect on the choice

of an appropriate solution approach. If the matrix contains an exploitable

structure, or can be conveniently manipulated to obtain such a structure,

then the structure can be leveraged to make the solution easier to obtain.

Examples of matrices containing exploitable structure are symmetric, banded

(multi-diagonal), upper-Hessenburg, and block-structured matrices. Skip-

free birth-death processes have a distinctive tri-diagonal structure. Other

queuing models often have either a banded pattern or a Hessenburg structure.

Sometimes there is sub-structure within the main structure of the matrix.

A matrix with most of the elements in a relatively narrow band near the

diagonal also has valuable structure. Direct methods stand to gain the most

advantage from structure within a stochastic matrix. For example, if the

matrix is banded and the bands are close to the diagonal, then the fill-in

caused by a direct method is confined to be near the diagonal, as well.
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Changing the Matrix Structure

In the matrices mentioned above, the exploitable structure is often evident by

simply observing the pattern of the matrix elements. For other matrices the

structure might be improved by re-ordering the matrix through a symmetric

permutation of the rows and columns. Since there are n! possible orderings

for a matrix P of order n we do not have the opportunity to try each one.

Determining the “best” ordering depends on characteristics of the individual

matrix. The non-zero structure, the relative magnitude of elements, and the

presence of periodic structure in the Markov chain could each be used as a

criterion to re-order the structure of the matrix. Of central importance here

is the fact that a directed graph is associated with every Markov chain and

its stochastic matrix. A symmetric permutation of the stochastic matrix is

equivalent to re-numbering the nodes of the associated directed graph. It

seems natural that the heuristics used for finding a suitable ordering are

graph theoretic algorithms.

It is also possible that a Markov chain presented for solution is either

reducible or an absorbing Markov chain. In the first case, there are two

separate problems to solve and in the second case, the measure of interest is

not the limiting distribution but one of the first two functionals mentioned

at the start of the chapter: mean time to absorption or first passage times.
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Sparsity

One view of sparsity suggests that a matrix is sparse when the number of

non-zero elements is O(n) instead of O(n2) [30]. Alvarado suggested that a

matrix is sparse when the number of non-zero elements is equal to n1+γ and

γ < 1 [1]. In a more practical approach, Pissanetsky combines the effects

of the matrix, the algorithm and the computer and then defines a matrix as

sparse whenever it makes sense to take advantage of the many zeros within

the matrix [27]. Matrix sparsity has implications for both the storage of the

matrix and any operations performed on the matrix (such as matrix-vector

multiplication). In general, iterative algorithms preserve sparsity while direct

methods tend to degrade it. Pissanetsky summarizes his ideas with three

guiding concepts for taking advantage of sparsity in a large matrix [27]:

• store only non-zeros

• operate only on non-zeros

• preserve sparsity

One of the easiest and most interesting ways to detect sparsity is to

observe the sparsity pattern in the matrix by making a plot of the individual

elements (see Figure 5.1). Using a graphics or plotting package such as

matlab, each element is represented by a pixel or a data point within a

square grid with axes that range from 0 to the order of the matrix.
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The vast majority of realistic Markov chain models have sparse matrix

representations that require specific measures to accommodate and exploit

this characteristic.
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Figure 5.1: Element-wise plot of mutex2

Size and Storage Considerations

If the stochastic matrix is composed mostly of zero elements then sparsity is

a storage and solution consideration. There are many sparse storage schemes

available and the reader can consult [5] for an excellent survey of common
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methods. It should be noted that each sparse storage scheme requires a

somewhat different approach to common matrix operations such as matrix-

vector products. For this research, we use a row-oriented version of the

Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix format.2 The Harwell-Boeing storage format

uses three row-vectors to store the sparse matrix. In this way, the two di-

mensional matrix is stored in three one-dimensional vectors that contain only

the (relatively few) non-zero elements of the matrix. For example, the ma-

trix Q shown below is first presented in the standard two-dimensional format

familiar to every linear algebra student. Note that zero elements are fully

represented.

Q =




−1 .8 .2

0 −.9 .9

.8 0 −.8




The Q matrix from above is now repeated with the addition of subscripts

to count the non-zeros elements. Our Q matrix contains seven (7) non-zero

elements. The non-zero elements are counted left-to-right, top-to-bottom as

follows:

Q =




−11 .82 .23

0 −.94 .95

.86 0 −.87




By observing the subscripts, we can create a list of the indices associated

with the first non-zero element in each row (1, 4, 6 in this example). These

2The original Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix format is a column-oriented version of what
we show here. See [12] for more details.
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indices form the basis of the first row-vector in the Harwell-Boeing format.

Let this vector be given the name ia as shown below:

ia =
[

1 4 6 8

]
.

The last element, 8, in the ia vector is equal to nz+1 where nz is the number

of non-zero elements contained in our Q matrix. The second and third row-

vectors in the Harwell-Boeing format have a size equal to the number of non-

zero elements in our matrix. In our example, these row-vectors are titled ja

and aa, respectively, and each have size 7 to match the number of non-zero

elements in our original matrix:

ja =
[

1 2 3 2 3 1 3

]

and

aa =
[
−1 .8 .2 −.9 .9 .8 −.8

]
.

The aa row-vector contains the actual non-zero elements and the correspond-

ing entry in the ja vector designates the column where that non-zero element

resides. As long as the elements and their respective column value are in the

same index location, the actual ordering within vectors ja and aa is not

important.

For example, consider the completed Harwell-Boeing designation shown
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below:

ia =
[

1 4 6 8

]
,

ja =
[

1 2 3 2 3 1 3

]
,

and

aa =
[
−1 .8 .2 −.9 .9 .8 −.8

]
.

We can observe that the fourth element in the aa vector is -.9. The ia

vector tells us that the non-zero matrix element with index 4 is the first

non-zero element on its row. The ja vector tells us that the index 4 element

resides in the second column of the Q matrix. Thus, -.9 is the fourth non-

zero element of the matrix Q, it is the first non-zero element on its row, and

it resides in the second column. In this manner, the entire two-dimensional

matrix can be fully represented and stored in three one-dimensional row-

vectors that occupy only enough storage to contain the non-zero elements

of the matrix. This simple example had more non-zero elements than zero-

elements and the benefits of using a Harwell-Boeing storage scheme are not

realized on such a small example.

The Harwell-Boeing storage scheme requires storage for nz double and

nz + (n + 1) integer values. Storing all elements of the matrix requires

n2 storage locations. As a larger numerical example, consider a 100 × 100
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matrix with 309 non-zero elements. Storing this matrix, including all its

zero elements, requires space for 10,000 elements; whereas, using HB format

requires only 719 storage locations.

For an extremely large matrix, with many times more zeros than non-

zeros, a worthy goal would be to never inflate the matrix into its traditional

two-dimensional format. Doing so would needlessly create storage locations

for thousands or millions of zero elements. However, there is a penalty asso-

ciated with this goal and with sparse storage schemes in general: namely, the

manipulation of the matrix in computer language code can become cumber-

some even for simple operations. Consider the use of Gaussian elimination

(GE) to reduce a matrix in Harwell-Boeing format. Using one row to reduce

another is complicated by the absence of zero elements. One approach is

to inflate only the row or rows currently under consideration, perform the

elimination, and then re-store the result into the Harwell-Boeing format. In

this way, at most one row vector is inflated at any given moment and the

entire matrix is never fully inflated.

Time and Operations Count

As discussed earlier, direct methods terminate in a predictable number of

operations and the number of operations translates easily into computer time

required to obtain a solution. If a direct method is considered favorable,

then the time and computer effort required can be accurately determined

by the use of symbolic reduction and an experiment to estimate the speed
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(flops/second) of the computer in use. Then we can provide the expert system

with an accurate estimate of the real time required to obtain a Markov chain

solution using direct methods.

To perform a symbolic reduction of a matrix stored in the Harwell-Boeing

format, only the ia and ja vectors are needed. The actual matrix elements

in the aa vector are not needed. The actions required during the symbolic

reduction are similar to those needed during actual Gaussian elimination

(GE). In this manner the matrix is symbolically reduced to upper triangular

form while keeping a running count of the operations that would be needed if

an actual reduction was performed. Where possible, flop counts are combined

in the symbolic reduction that otherwise might be two separate operations

in an actual reduction. The operations count for the back substitution phase

is also symbolically calculated and included in the flop count total. After

symbolically reducing each row we have an accurate count of the total floating

point operations needed to perform the GE algorithm on the matrix. At the

same time we obtain an accurate count of the amount of fill-in that can

occur during the GE algorithm. In this manner, the number of floating

point operations (flops) and the amount of fill-in can be determined without

actually doing the reduction.

It is an easy task to estimate the computational speed (flops/second) of

a specific computer. We selected as our benchmark the time required to

perform 1 million flops. The example matlab code shown in Appendix B.5

performs five × 1 million flops and then takes an average to report the time
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(in seconds) for the execution of 1 million flops. We also wondered how few

flops we could execute and, through scaling, still obtain an accurate estimate

of the computational speed. To test this idea we constructed a code loop

using matlab that performs 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, and 106 flops. Each

time, we measure the time required and use this time estimate the time to

perform 1 million flops. Figure 5.2 shows typical results for this test. From

this graph it appears that an acceptable estimate is available by doing only

1000 flops. However, after running this test multiple times we also observed

results such as the graph in Figure 5.3. For some reason, unknown to us,

there are occasional spikes in the time estimate. We have not seen any data

spikes past 105 flops and this leads us to conclude that the best estimate for

the time required to perform 1 million flops is to actually execute the 1 million

flops several times and take an average. In matlab code this approach is

time prohibitive; but our CPU intensive calculations are done by fortran

code, so we obtain the 1 million flop estimate in fortran code at a time

expense of less than one second.

A rougher estimate we use is based on a worst case band of fill-in from

using a direct method. By worst case band of fill-in we assume that the

direct method will cause the matrix to “fill-in” every element location that is

within a diagonal band running through the elements that are farthest from

the diagonal. For the matrix shown in Figure 5.1 the band of worst case fill-in

would be more than two-thirds of the matrix elements. To convert this into

a time estimate we allocate 100 flops for each non-zero element in the worst
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Figure 5.2: Typical time estimate plot
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Figure 5.3: Possible time estimate plot
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case band of fill-in. We arrived at the 100 flops per element through trial

and error. Compared to the symbolic reduction this approach is admittedly

a rough estimate. But it is also very cheap to obtain. Results for both types

of estimate are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Time estimate for Gaussian elimination

Actual Symbolic Rough Symbolic
Name Order Non-Zeros GE Time Estimate Estimate Est. Cost

ncd286 286 1606 0.0051 0.0055 0.0610 0.0024
kanban33 336 1416 0.0111 0.0109 0.2848 0.0043
sat34 213 1389 0.0261 0.0275 0.1073 0.0071
mutex2 794 6362 3.5419 3.3850 2.2511 0.7807
ridler100 10,201 40,401 1.6401 1.6889 6.3721 0.4264

With the computation speed (flops/second) of our computer and the op-

eration count for the particular matrix of interest, we can make an accurate

prediction of the real time required to compute the stationary distribution

of our Markov chain. As seen in Table 5.1, the symbolic reduction is quite

accurate in predicting the time required for Gaussian elimination. The time

cost of using symbolic reduction seems to be around 1
4

to 1
3

of the cost of actu-

ally doing the Gaussian elimination. The only time cost associated with the

rough estimate is that of determining the flops/second rate for the computer

and that time is typically less than 1
4

second.
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5.2 Battery of Initial Tests

In view of Section 5.1 we specify six tests to recommend a solution approach.

The tests are each discussed in detail:

1. Structure. In section (3.2) we showed how the Markov chain can be

represented as a directed graph. In this representation we can test the

Markov chain to establish irreducibility. An irreducible Markov chain

is represented by a directed graph that is a single strongly connected

component. Strongly connected graphs have the property that for every

path from vertex vi to vertex vj there also exists a path from vj to

vi. The algorithm for determining strongly connected components is a

well-known graph algorithm [9]. At this time only irreducible chains

are accepted in the software; future work could include reducible chains

by giving the user the option of choosing a specific block to analyze.

2. Order. This is the n × n size of the matrix and this information is

available when the matrix is acquired by the software. This is not a

test but rather just a fact about the matrix that has bearing on the

selection of a solution method.

3. Time estimate for a direct solution. The time estimate is computed by

first making an estimate of the worst case fill-in that would result if

the stationary distribution is obtained using Gaussian elimination(GE).

As the matrix is brought into the software a check is made to find
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the location of the element(s) that are furthest off the main diagonal.

Knowing this information provides a band of possible fill-in should the

matrix be solved using GE. For each element that must be eliminated

we allocate 100 floating-point operations (flops). The software also

contains a loop that performs 5 × (one million flops) to get an estimate

of the processor speed in seconds/million flops. The number of flops

required (or estimated) for a GE solution multiplied by the flop rate

give an estimate, in seconds, for a direct solution of the Markov chain.

The essential issue here is how long must the user wait for a returned

solution. We suggest that 30 seconds is an upper limit on user waiting

time; of course, a shorter waiting time is desirable.

4. A heuristic measure of the sparseness. Most large Markov chains are

represented by relatively sparse matrices; however, some are more sparse

than others. We compute a numerical value, or matrix score, as the

matrix is stored into the software. It attempts to give a measure of how

the matrix elements are dispersed away from the main diagonal. This

is an important storage consideration when deciding between a direct

or iterative solution method. A matrix with most of its elements near

the main diagonal will experience little fill-in. Conversely, even a ma-

trix that starts off rather sparse can experience significant fill-in when

its elements are widely dispersed from the main diagonal. All new ele-

ments created by fill-in must be stored and computer memory might be

a limiting factor. An experienced researcher would likely gain this type
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of insight from seeing a pixel-plot of the matrix elements; however, the

novice user might not recognize the meaning of the plot (see Figure 5.1).

To address this need, we use a computed value (matrixScore). The

matrixScore is derived from what is basically a histogram of elements

and their distance from the diagonal. Let qi be the number of matrix

elements that are a distance i from the diagonal. The histogram is

weighted and then scaled by n2 where n is the order of the matrix.

Then the matrix score is

matrixScore =

n−1∑
i=1

i · qi

n2
. (5.1)

In testing we observed that matrices with n ≥ 500 and matrixScore >

0.85, are susceptible to fill-in amounts that might contraindicate the

use of a direct solution method. Additionally, through experiments

we have found the matrix score to be useful in deciding between an

iterative and projection method for finding the stationary distribution.

We discuss this in detail in Section 8.3.

5. The degree of decomposability. In this test we examine the matrix to

determine if it is Nearly Completely Decomposable, or NCD. The pres-

ence of the NCD property supports the use of a block iterative method

(such as block SOR) or an iterative aggregation/disaggregation method

(IAD). In our current software we have the IAD method available for
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solving NCD matrices.

6. The periodicity of the Markov chain. Both direct and iterative meth-

ods can take advantage of periodicity if the matrix is first permuted

to Cyclic Normal Form. During initial processing, the matrix is tested

to determine its periodicity, p. A matrix is termed aperiodic if p = 1.

If the matrix is found to be periodic (p > 1) then a decision is made

whether or not to permute the matrix into cyclic normal form. This de-

cision is based on other factors, such as size and relative sparseness, that

indicate the likelihood of a direct method being chosen to obtain the

stationary distribution. Stewart reports that for Gaussian elimination

the time improvement factor is approximately equal to the periodicity

of the Markov chain [37]. This makes permutation to normal form a

valuable time-saver for periodic Markov chains that are solved using a

direct method.
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Chapter 6

Design of the Expert System

When the matrix that represents a Markov chain model is acquired by our

intelligent software program, many of its characteristics can be quickly ex-

amined and quantified (this is the initial battery of tests discussed in the

previous chapter). By observing and combining judgments about this in-

formation, an experienced researcher or practitioner can usually propose a

solution technique in a short amount of time. One problem this research

seeks to address is how to obtain a proposed solution technique without the

services of an expert and with little or no intervention from the novice user.

The job of the expert system (ES) is to compare the results of the initial tests

against its battery of known expert patterns and then render a proposed solu-

tion technique. The expert patterns we designed are embodied in Figure 6.1.

The dashed line from BiCGSTAB to Adaptive SOR is representative of a

switching mechanism designed to abandon a stalled method and switch to
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an alternate solution method. In Section 8.3 we discuss this mechanism in

detail.

 n > 1,500

 solve w/GE 

Gauss Elim.
 Solve with

 Permute to CNF,

YES

NO

 NCD ?
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method
IAD

 Solve with
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Figure 6.1: Sieve decision chart

In Chapter 2 we reviewed efforts to embed expert knowledge into statistical

software, and in a similar vein, we propose that a basic expert system can

help a novice user select a solution technique for a Markov chain.

There is some debate [45, 35] about the definitions and differences between

an expert system and a knowledge-based system. We adopt the term Expert
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System and use the abbreviation ES. We will also adopt the following working

definition provided by Sell:

“An expert system is a knowledge-based system that emulates ex-
pert thought to solve significant problems in a particular domain
of expertise” [35, page 15].

Sell goes on to say that

“the power of an expert system—like that of an expert—comes
from its store of patterns and some method of employing those
patterns to solve problems” [35, page 39].

This research uses an ES in its most elementary form and we only review

expert systems to the level needed to understand our application. The in-

terested reader is invited to see an appropriate text [35, 13, 45] for an in-

depth study of knowledge representation, expert systems, and their applica-

tions. We represent our knowledge about Markov chains as a collection of

condition-action pairs, or rules. In this way, our ES is a tool for our larger

goal of making Markov chains more accessible to novice users.

6.1 Components of a Basic Expert System

Basic expert systems have a common model that we use. An expert system

consists of three parts:

• a working memory to hold given or derived facts (information about
our current Markov chain)
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• a knowledge base comprised of rules that capture the domain knowledge
(information about Markov chains and solution techniques)

• an inference process that combines the rules and the working memory
to add new facts to the working memory and finally reach a conclusion
(a proposed solution technique)

Figure 6.2 provides a graphic view of this model and the interaction of its

pieces.

Knowledge Base Working Memory

User

(facts)(rules)

conclusions

factsInference Engine

Figure 6.2: Model of a rule-based expert system

Working Memory

After using the computer to initially analyze our matrix we have a small col-

lection of facts that constitute our working memory. The working memory is

a work area for the expert system that holds the current facts known about
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the problem at hand. Facts can be added to, or removed from the work-

ing memory. The inference engine contributes derived facts to the working

memory and then use the final contents of the working memory to reach a

conclusion about how we can solve our Markov chain.

Knowledge Base

We use condition-action pairs, or rules to represent expert knowledge about

our Markov chain matrix. Each rule consists of two parts: the condition(s)

and the action. There can be one or more conditions in each rule and all

conditions must be valid before the rule will fire and allow the action to

become a derived fact in the working memory. We also require that there be

neither contradictory rules nor rules that lead to circular reasoning (cycles).

The different characteristics of a Markov chain (in the condition part of the

rules) lead to implications that are important in the selection of a solution

method. For example, one rule might say:

IF The matrix is small enough
AND It won’t take too long
THEN Solve the Markov chain using Gaussian elimination

Inference Engine

The type of algorithm used by the Inference Engine in an expert system

depends on the particular problem domain and the structure of knowledge

available at the start of the algorithm. A rule-based ES can employ two basic

strategies:
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1. Starting with the data we have, work forward to derive a conclusion
from the data (forward chaining)

2. State a proposed conclusion and work backwards gathering information
to see if data exists to support the conclusion (backward chaining)

The inference engine is designed to understand the condition-action format

of the rules in the knowledge-base. By using recursion, the inference engine

goes through multiple cycles of comparing the premise (the condition) of a

rule with the facts presently in the working memory. Previously fired rules

are skipped in downstream cycles. When there are no more derived facts to

discover, the inference engine halts and the ES delivers its conclusion based

on the final contents of the working memory.

For two important reasons, forward chaining is particularly appropriate

for our problem. First, our matrix and therefore our initial data are entirely

available at the start of the session. The data is obtained by observing the

physical characteristics of the matrix and by performing a battery of diagnos-

tic tests on the matrix that reveal other characteristics. All of the diagnostic

tests can be conducted without user intervention. Second, forward chaining

algorithms are well-suited for embedded expert systems. By an embedded

expert system we mean one that is contained within a larger conventional

system. To borrow again from Sell, “in this form the expert system pro-

vides those functions that the designers wanted to be knowledge-based while

other functions are provided by conventional techniques” [35, page 43]. This

statement fits our implementation and usage. Backward chaining, on the

other hand, is more appropriate for a conversational ES where the user is
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prompted to respond as the inference engine gathers information to support

a conclusion [35]. By using an embedded, forward chaining, expert system

we relieve the novice user from answering questions and we take advantage

of the matrix characteristics that are readily available when we first obtain

the matrix.

6.2 Implementation

The embedded, forward chaining ES used in this research was written in

matlab using a separate matlab m-file1 called as needed by each of the ES

components: working memory, knowledge base, and inference engine. The

inference engine is a function m-file that recursively calls itself until there are

no more rules that apply to the contents of the working memory. The rule

set is an m-file that reflects the patterns shown in Figure 6.1. An example

of a rule is shown below.

rule(9).fire = 0;
rule(9).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’order’’, 500,’’<=’’)’};
rule(9).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’irreducible’’)’ };
rule(9).cons = {’small’ };

Additionally, there are two function m-files called TEST and UPDATE that

help the inference engine manipulate the working memory. Table 6.1 shows a

list of the m-files that comprise the expert system. The entire code for each

of these files is in Appendix B.1.

1An m-file is a script file of matlab commands. M-files can be called from the command
line, by other m-files, or as a response to actions in a GUI.
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Table 6.1: M-files used in the expert system

Name Purpose
myES3.m Overall driver program for the ES
forward3.m Recursive, forward chaining, inference engine
initWM.m Initializes the working memory
ruleset3.m Contains the rule base for the ES
TEST.m Compares the ruleset against the working memory
UPDATE.m Alters the contents of the working memory

matlab has especially good capabilities for storing and manipulating

strings, as well as the ability to manipulate logical arrays (arrays of zeros

and ones). The working memory is implemented as a cell array which can

store strings and numbers in adjacent cells. Because the rule set is relatively

small, a linear search is used to examine the rules; however, the inference

engine returns a conclusion as soon as sufficient information exists to reach

a conclusion. If the rule set was larger, then an exhaustive search would not

be practical and alternative methods of examining the search space would be

considered.
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6.3 Example Problem for the Expert System

In this section we walk through a sample problem as it enters the expert

system and is processed to determine a recommended solution method. For

the example we use the matrix kanban55. The model that gives rise to this

matrix is discussed in detail in Section 8.1. The initial tests results on the

kanban55 matrix yield the information shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Initial test results for kanban55 Model

Test Performed Result

order, n 71,280
periodicity acyclic
NCD test not NCD
structure irreducible
matrix score 0.3815

The results of the initial tests are used by the expert system to navigate

through Figure 6.1. After the initial testing, the working memory of the

expert system contains the words ‘acyclic’,‘notNCD’, and ‘irreducible’,

as well as the numerical values of the order and the matrix score. Because

n = 71, 280, we begin our path with the box labeled n > 1, 500 . Continuing

our path in Figure 6.1, we observe that the matrix is not NCD and we are

now at the decision box for the matrix score. Since the matrix score is less

than 0.85, the expert system recommends the BiCGSTAB solution method.

The rules of the expert system allow the computer to understand the

diagram in Figure 6.1. We now trace the expert system rules that apply to

this example. The complete rule set is listed in Section B.1.
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Rule 14 tests for the size of the matrix and confirms that the matrix

is irreducible. This rule has two conditions that must be met to allowing

firing of the rule. Each premise is shown below as rule(14).prem(i), where

i is the index of the premise. A call to the function TEST(·) is contained

within each premise. The TEST function takes three input parameters: the

working memory, the item to be tested, a numerical value, and a comparison

operator. The consequence of rule fourteen, rule(14).cons, is the keyword

‘iterative’ and when rule 14 fires this derived fact is added to the working

memory. After rule 14 is fired, the first line of the rule will be changed to

read rule(14).fire = 1. Rules that have already fired are skipped in future

passes through the rule set.

Rules 18 and 20 are similarly designed and are also involved in the

decision-making process related to this matrix. Each rule is shown below.

rule(14).fire = 0;

rule(14).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’order’’, 1500,’’>’’)’ };

rule(14).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’irreducible’’)’ };

rule(14).cons = {’iterative’ };.

This is followed by the firing of rule 18 and the keyword ‘sparse’ is added
to the working memory:

rule(18).fire = 0;

rule(18).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’matrixScore’’,0.85,’’<’’)’ };

rule(18).cons = {’sparse’ };.
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Finally, rule 20 is fired and the expert system returns the conclusion to
use the BiCGSTAB method:

rule(20).fire = 0;

rule(20).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’iterative’’)’ };

rule(20).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’notNCD’’)’ };

rule(20).prem(3) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’sparse’’)’ };

rule(20).cons = {’conclusion’,’BiCGSTAB’ };.
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Chapter 7

A Proposed Graphical User

Interface

Our user interface is graphical in nature and it uses controls and affordances1

familiar to all users of today’s PCs and workstations. The interface has a plot

window that is used to display a pixel plot of the matrix elements. This same

plot window is later used to display a plot of the solution vector. Textual

feedback is shown in a list box on the GUI.

In our current approach, the non-zero elements of the Markov chain ma-

trix are stored in a flat text file in i, j, aij format2. When the user selects

1An affordance is an object that implies to the user its purpose and function. For
example, computer users have come to expect that small, rectangular objects with raised
edges are “buttons” that cause an action when “pushed” with the mouse cursor.

2Other input formats and schema are certainly possible. In fact, another important
roadblock to the widespread use of Markov chain modeling is the specification of a large
model; we do not consider this problem in our immediate research. See Chapter 9 for
more discussion.
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a particular matrix from a dialog box, the software application begins the

process of acquiring and testing the matrix to gain information that can be

used to recommend one solution technique above the others.

As an initial step, the non-zero elements are stored into Harwell-Boeing

(HB) format. All subsequent calculations and tests access the matrix via the

HB format and the matrix is never inflated to its full n × n size.

After a battery of initial tests, a solution method is selected by a forward-

chaining expert system. Currently five solution methods are available in the

software: Gaussian elimination, permuted Gaussian elimination, Adaptive

SOR, IAD, and BiCGSTAB.

Users can either choose an Automatic solution or a Manual solution. In

Automatic mode the interface reads in the model, obtains a recommendation

from the expert system and then uses that recommendation to solve for the

stationary distribution. In Manual mode the interface recommends a solution

method but lets the user make the actual choice of which method to use.

After computing the solution, the interface allows the user to plot the

solution vector and obtain the location and magnitude of the largest solution

vector element.
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7.1 User Interface and Software Details

The GUI is implemented using matlab (version 5.3, R11) and fortran

(f77) code, including selected algorithms and subroutines from marca3. We

chose matlab as our primary research tool because of its graphic, scientific,

and user interface capabilities.

The user interface was built using the matlab facilities for constructing

graphical user interfaces. The matlab development environment (GUIDE –

for Graphical User Interface Development Environment) is available simply

by typing guide at the matlab command prompt. All the typical GUI

controls are available, including push-buttons, drop-down boxes, text boxes,

labels and dialog boxes for accessing stored files. Although not nearly as

versatile or sophisticated as something like Microsoft’s visual basic, it does

have all the controls and tools needed to produce an appealing graphical user

interface. A sample of the GUI screen is shown in Figure 7.1.

matlab also has the ability to call existing native code written in for-

tran, C++, and Java. This is accomplished by using matlab mex-functions

to create dynamically linked subroutines that, when called, behave in the

same way as native matlab functions. Using mex-functions, we took ad-

vantage of a large body of fortran code in the marca package. In Sec-

tion B.4 we show a sample mex-fortran file. matlab mex-files can run much

faster than native matlab functions; however, they have the disadvantage

3MARCA is the MARkov Chain Analyzer, written by Dr. W. J. Stewart [41].
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Figure 7.1: GUI screen sample

that vectors sizes must be declared in advance and then compiled.

Most of the data handling in our application is done using matlab m-

files. The computationally expensive calculations are passed to compiled
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fortran code and the results are returned to the user interface. The inter-

face includes a pixel-plot of the matrix currently undergoing analysis. The

pixel plot is provided to give the user an intuitive understanding of the matrix

structure.

7.2 Matlab and Fortran Files

The application is primarily controlled with three m-files: m build.m, simple gui1.m,

and simple gui2.m. They handle the operation of the GUI and the calling

of other files as needed and are listed in Appendix B.2. The files needed to

run the software application are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, along with the

Expert System files previous shown in Table 6.1. The GUI interface itself is

contained in the file sieve7.fig.

Table 7.1: Files called by the m-file m build.m

Name Type of file Purpose
build.mexsol fortran mex file Builds the Harwell-Boeing(HB) format for a new model
mtranspose.mexsol fortran mex file Obtains the transpose of a HB-format matrix
myncdtest.mexsol fortran mex file Performs the NCD test
mypertest.mexsol fortran mex file Tests for periodicity
mscore.mexsol fortran mex file Computes the matrix score
mydaxspars.mexsol fortran mex file Computes a matrix-vector product
timeCheck.mexsol fortran mex file Computes GE time estimate
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Table 7.2: Files called by the m-file simple gui1.m

Name Type of file Purpose
add text.m m-file Adds a text message to the list box on the GUI

Table 7.3: Files called by the m-file simple gui2.m

Name Type of file Purpose
add text.m m-file Adds a text message to the list box on the GUI
clear text.m m-file Clears all text from the GUI list box
symred.mexsol fortran mex file Performs a symbolic reduction
geSieve.m m-file Manages the use of Gaussian elimination
permsoln.m m-file Permutes the solution after permuted GE
getDiag.m m-file Extracts the diagonal of a HB matrix
mypermute.mexsol fortran mex file Permutes the matrix prior to permuted GE
ge500000.mexsol fortran mex file Computes a solution using Gaussian elimination
sorSieve.m m-file Manages the use of Adaptive SOR
adaptsor3.mexsol fortran mex file Computes a solution using Adaptive SOR
bicgsSieve.m m-file Manages the use of BiCGSTAB
mybicgstab.mexsol fortran mex file Computes a solution using BiCGSTAB
IAD Sieve.m m-file Manages the use of IAD method
mywjs IAD.mexsol fortran mex file Computes a solution using IAD method
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Chapter 8

Numerical Experiments

This chapter describes our efforts to test and evaluate the expert system

and the graphical user interface. For our numerical experiments we chose

five Markov chain models from a variety of disciplines and each model will

be described in detail. We test our expert system on each model to find

the stationary distribution. We also consider two likely scenarios that are of

additional interest to users of Markov models. The first involves the concept

of scalability where a small model is enlarged; the second is the situation

where the size of the model is unchanged but one or more parameters are

varied. The modeler, of course, is interested on how each of these changes

affect the solution (i.e., stationary distribution). We take the additional

perspective of trying to see what implications these changes have for our

expert system and intelligent solution tool.
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8.1 Description of Five Test Models

Kanban Model

This model is based on a kanban1 controlled manufacturing facility and is

adapted from the work of Krieg and Kuhn [22]. In this model, a kanban

controlled system processes three or more different products on a single ma-

chine. The machine is setup for each product, in succession, even if there

is not currently a demand (i.e., an empty container) for a product. Setup

times are different for each product and are not instantaneous. At the end

of a setup, if there is still no demand for the product, the machine is setup

to produce the next product, according to the setup schedule. Unfulfilled

demand is considered lost sales and is not back-ordered. Raw materials are

always available. Demands and setup times are exponentially distributed

which leads to a continuous-time Markov chain model. A schematic of a

kanban system is shown in Figure 8.1. As a specific example, consider the

kanban model with 5 products and 5 kanbans for each product. This Markov

chain model has 71,280 states and 438,480 non-zero elements. In subsequent

sections, matrices from this example are labeled as kanbanXY where X de-

scribes the number of kanbans and Y describes the number of products.

1A kanban is a card that indicates the status of a product. See Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic of a kanban system

Satellite Model

This model, adapted from [48], depicts the use of satellites to support world-

wide phone service. As shown in Figure 8.2, the satellites are in a single,

geo-stationary orbit. Each satellite has a fixed capacity of up-and-down links

(UDL) and a fixed capacity of inter-satellite links (ISL). A call between two

users covered by the same satellite is routed from the ground, to the satellite,

and then back to the ground. In this case, two UDL channels are busy. If the

call recipient is not covered by the same satellite as the call initiator, then

the call occupies one UDL at the caller’s end, at least one ISL, and then one

UDL at the receiver’s end. The UDL and ISL capacities form constraints
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Figure 8.2: Satellite telephone model

on the state space. As shown in Table 8.1, a modest increase in the number

of satellites or the UDL/ISL capacities has the effect of greatly increasing

the size of the state space. In subsequent sections, matrices from this ex-

Table 8.1: State space size for satellite model

Number of Channels per Number of Number of
Satellites Satellite States non-zeros

3 4 213 1,389
5 3 10,384 104,525
5 4 99,450 1,206,690
5 5 684,450 9,545,490

ample are labeled as satXY where X describes the number of satellites and Y

describes the number of channels per satellite in the UDL and ISL.

Time-Sharing System Model

This is a model of a time sharing system (TSS) of computers that consists of

N terminals (customers), a CPU, a secondary memory, and a filing device.
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Each component functions as a service provider with a queue. Figure 8.3

shows a schematic of this system. This queuing model results in a Markov

chain matrix that is nearly completely decomposable (NCD) and this prop-

erty is the principle factor in selection of a solution method. In subsequent

CPU

SM

FD

TERMINALS

(1−p1−p2)

p1

p2

Figure 8.3: Time-sharing computer system

sections, matrices from this example are labeled as ncdN where N is the num-

ber of Terminals (customers) in the model.

Recurrent Epidemic Model

This model is adapted from the work of Ridler-Rowe [32] and Stirzaker [42].

They describe a model for a stochastic recurrent epidemic. The model allows

for immigration into the system, where we define immigration as the arrival

of new individuals into the system. The model uses a two parameter state
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space:

(m,n) ≡




m = number susceptible to the disease

n = number already infected.

where m ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nx} and n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Ny}. We define Nx and Ny as

the upper bounds on m and n, respectively. There are at least four events

that can change the state of this model (with transition rates in parentheses).

1. infection of a susceptible individual (λm)

2. removal of an infected individual (µn)

3. immigration of a new susceptible individual (ν)

4. immigration of a new infected individual (ε)

The letters λ, µ, ν and ε are parameters of the model. The state space is

easily viewed as a square where the individual states can be described as

points in the first quadrant of a Cartesian coordinate system. Figure 8.4

shows the possible transitions for a representative non-boundary state.

If ε = ν = 0 then the epidemic dies out; however if ε + ν > 0 then the

process is irreducible (meaning that the epidemic is recurrent) and we can

find the stationary distribution [32]. In our experiments we only consider

the first three types of events. For convenience, we sometimes refer to the

transitions by their compass directions, i.e. East, South, and Northwest.

In subsequent sections, matrices from this example are labeled as ridlerX

where X describes the size of the population to be modeled (X = Nx = Ny).
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Figure 8.4: Epidemic model transition

Resource Sharing Model

In this model, N processes share a common resource. The number of pro-

cesses that can concurrently access the resource is limited to Cr, the capacity

of the resource. The capacity is limited to 1 ≤ Cr ≤ N . If Cr = N then

all process are independent. If Cr = 1, the problem is called the mutual

exclusion problem. Figure 8.5 shows a schematic of this model. We apply

the name mutex to instances of this model even when Cr > 1. The pro-

cesses attempt to seize the resource at rate λ and they release the resource

at rate µ. In subsequent sections, matrices from this example are labeled

as mutexX where X is a reference number to catalog the number of processes

and resources in the model. See Appendix C for the complete catalog list.

More information on the ncd, ridler, and mutex models can be found in

Reference [41].
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Figure 8.5: Resource sharing model

8.2 Solution Experiments

The battery of tests and the expert system discussed above do have an as-

sociated cost – namely processing time at the start of the session. Using our

approach, each Markov chain matrix opened by the user is subject to one

or more of the tests discussed in Section 5.2. Some tests require more time

than others.

To investigate the usefulness of our approach we define four alternative

methods for obtaining the stationary solution to a Markov chain:

• The naive approach. With this approach, the Markov chain exists in

matlab as a full matrix. By full we mean that every element, in-

cluding zero elements, are stored and the matrix exists in its n × n

format. The chain is represented by the infinitesimal generator Q,

where Q = I − P . The system to be solved is QT πT = 0, where π is

the stationary distribution vector. The last row of system is replaced
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to reflect the constraint
∑

πi = 1 and the resulting system is solved

using the matlab linear system solve command A\b.

• The advanced approach. The Markov chain is stored in matlab using

native matlab sparse matrix format. This is a compressed storage

format that saves memory by only storing non-zero elements. The sys-

tem is then solved using techniques from the sparse matrix functions

available in matlab. Additionally, the user must supply any needed

parameters. The matlab default is an n-vector of all zeros. The zero

vector is not ideal for irreducible Markov chains because we know that

in the stationary solution each state must have some non-zero probabil-

ity. On the other hand, the starting vector πi = 1/n recommended in

Sections 8.5 and 8.4 is not always feasible because matlab sometimes

will not begin iterations with such small values in each element. For

the experiments in this approach we used the matlab default vector

of all zero elements. This is a disadvantage inherent to the advanced

approach.

• The expert system approach. This is our proposed approach as de-

scribed in this paper.

• The validation approach. This is a validation step performed without

the user interface and the expert system. Through this step we can

observe the relative success of the expert system approach. In this step

we apply a variety of solution methods to the model and seek to answer
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the question “Did the embedded expert system choose the best solution

method?”

The efficacy of the expert system approach is examined in light of several

questions:

• How does solution time compare among the four approaches?

• Does the time invested gaining information about the Markov chain

matrix provide a sufficiently better solution than could be obtained

by the other three approaches? We measure better in terms of speed

and accuracy of the solution. For example, information gained from

extensive diagnostic testing of relatively small matrices is probably not

worth the time required to conduct the tests.

With one exception, all experiments were performed on a Sun UltraSPARC-

IIi (Ultra 10) workstation with 256 MB of RAM and a 440 MHz RISC CPU.

Unless otherwise stated all timings are given in seconds. The special case was

the kanban66 model that was examined with the RAM at 512MB. The extra

RAM did not affect the solution time but it did decrease the time needed to

bring the matrix from disk into memory.
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8.2.1 Kanban Model

The parameters used for the kanban55 model are shown in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Model parameters for kanban55

Parameter Value

Demand arrival rate, λ 0.40
Processing rate, µ 2.00
Setup service rate, s 0.80

Table 8.3: Initial test results for kanban55 Model

Test Performed Result

order 71,280
periodicity acyclic
NCD test not NCD
structure irreducible
matrix score 0.3815
GE time estimate 209 seconds

In the case of the kanban55 model, the initial battery of tests reveal the

information in Table 8.3. The large time estimate for using Gaussian elim-

ination (209 seconds), along with the size of the state space (71,280), cause

the expert system to consider an iterative method.

The entries in Table 8.3 constitute the initial working memory of the

expert system. Recall that the logic shown in Figure 6.1 reflects the rules of

the expert system. The expert system evaluates the contents of the working

memory, adding conclusions to the working memory as appropriate, and

reaches the conclusion to recommend the use of the Adaptive SOR method

to solve for the stationary distribution.
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The processing cost (time) to perform the initial tests are shown in Ta-

ble 8.4. These times do not include overhead time required to obtain the

matrix from disk storage.

Table 8.4: Initial test times for kanban55 Model

Test Performed Time

order 0.00
periodicity 0.38
NCD and structure test 2.96
matrix score 0.15
GE time estimate 0.12
ES (inference engine) 0.69
TOTAL Time 4.30

One of our principle goals is to evaluate the efficacy of the Expert System

approach for obtaining the stationary distribution. In Table 8.5 we show

the results of the four solution approaches discussed in Section 8.2. Solution

methods with fail in the Time column have either failed because the mem-

ory of the computer was overfilled, or because they reached 1000 iterations

without converging to a solution. The GMRES and QMR methods shown

in the table are methods available in matlab for solving linear systems

Ax = b. GMRES is the Generalized Minimum RESidual method. GMRES

is a Krylov subspace method similar to those discussed in Section 4.3. It

requires a parameter that must be chosen by the user. QMR is the Quasi-

Minimum Residual method which is a variation of the BiConjugate Gradient

method. These methods are available for matrices stored in the matlab

sparse matrix format. More detail on these two algorithms is available in [5].
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Table 8.5: Solution times for kanban55 model

Soln Approach Method # Iterations Time

Naive A\b (direct) – fail
Advanced GMRES (10) 116 670
Advanced GMRES (20) 32 510
Advanced GMRES (100) – fail
Advanced QMR – fail
Advanced BiCGSTAB – fail
Expert System BiCGSTAB 127 14.4
Validation SOR (ω = .50) – fail
Validation SOR (ω = .75) 795 87
Validation SOR (ω = 1.25) – fail
Validation IAD method – fail
Validation Gauss-Seidel 707 76
Validation Power Method 297 38

The results for this specific example indicate that, in raw time, the ex-

pert system did choose the fastest solution method. The power method of

obtaining π is often very slow, although it gave good results in this example.

Generally, it would not be the first method tried by a human expert. Addi-

tionally, the expert system approach is far superior to both the Naive and

the Advanced approaches.

We also examined a kanban33 model consisting of three products and

three kanbans per product. This model has 336 states and 1,416 non-zero

elements. The solution results are shown in Table 8.6. As a part of the

Validation step for this small matrix, we plot the sub-dominant eigenvalue

for different ω values in Figure 8.6. This figure provides insight into the

SOR results shown in Table 8.6. For this matrix, ωopt = 1.06 with the sub-

dominant eigenvalue of 0.47. For ω values of 0.50 and 0.75 we see on the graph

that the sub-dominant eigenvalues are about 0.80 and 0.67, respectively.
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Table 8.6: Solution times for kanban33 model

Soln Approach Method # Iterations Time

Naive A\b (direct) – 0.75
Advanced A\b (direct) – 0.04
Expert System GE – 0.15
Validation SOR (ω = .50) 187 0.06
Validation SOR (ω = .75) 114 0.04
Validation SOR (ω = 1.25) – fail
Validation Gauss-Seidel 90 0.03
Validation Power Method 106 0.04
Validation BiCGSTAB 47 0.14

These are small enough to permit convergence, and as expected, the ω = 0.75

provides a slightly faster convergence since it has the smaller sub-dominant

eigenvalue. The Gauss-Seidel method, which is the same as SOR with ω =

1.0, is very close to using ωopt and this also provides fast convergence. The

SOR with ω = 1.25 results in a sub-dominant eigenvalue that is on the steep

portion of the curve to the right of ωopt. In this case, the sub-dominant

eigenvalue is large enough that the SOR method fails to converge in 1000

iterations.

The results for kanban33 also show that the number of states can be

used to help determine which initial tests are performed on the matrix. For

this small model, the expert system used 2.20 seconds to reach a solution

recommendation and this exceeds every other successful solution time. Most

of the 2.20 seconds was consumed with the NCD and periodicity tests yet

the outcome of those tests is not needed to quickly obtain a solution for

such a small model. This leads us to consider forgoing certain aspects of
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Figure 8.6: Subdominant eigenvalue plot

the initial testing for appropriately small models. Currently, we test for

periodicity if 500 ≤ n < 1, 500 and perform the NCD and Matrix Score tests

when n > 1, 500. The rationale for the periodicity interval is that periodic

Markov chains with matrices up to n = 1, 500 might still be quickly solved

with Gaussian elimination. The partition for the other tests is based on the

observation that most matrices with n ≤ 500 are most quickly solved with

Gaussian elimination.

To test our ideas on a much larger model we examined a kanban66 model

with 1,310,946 states and 9,349,494 non-zero elements. For this experiment

we first attempted to find a solution without the expert system and without
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any additional information about the matrix. We used the SOR method

coded in fortran and employed a trial and error approach to choosing the

parameter ω. This search consumed more than four hours of CPU time on

our workstation. The results are shown in Table 8.7 and are listed in the

order the trial were performed. In contrast, by using the initial battery of

Table 8.7: Solution search for kanban66 model

Trial ω Iterations Iterations Time Used error
Allowed Used (seconds) at termination

1 1.05 1,000 1,000 2,206 6.80e-08
2 1.20 500 500 1,105 1.41e-03
3 0.75 500 500 1,105 1.77e-06
4 1.15 2,500 2,500 5,507 6.51e-04
5 1.00 1,000 1,000 2,206 7.77e-08
6 0.90 100 100 225 3.95e-08
7 0.85 100 100 225 2.34e-08
8 0.80 100 100 225 1.29e-08
9 0.80 1,000 898 1,981 ≤ 1e-10

tests and the expert system we were able to examine the matrix and decide

to employ the BiCGSTAB solution method. The solution was then obtained

in under five minutes (275 seconds). Initial testing and expert system time

was about 42 seconds.

For a novice user, the time cost of the initial testing and the time cost for

adaptively choosing parameters would likely be offset by overall time saved in

obtaining the solution. Another, more intrinsic, benefit of the expert system

approach is the likely reduction of novice user frustration.
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8.2.2 Satellite Model

The parameters used for the sat54 model are shown in Table 8.8. This matrix

Table 8.8: Model parameters for sat54

Parameter Value

ISL capacity 4
UDL capacity 4
call arrival rate 5.0
call completion rate 5.1

has 99,450 states and 1,206,372 non-zero elements. The results of initial

testing are shown in Table 8.9. A direct method (Gaussian elimination) is not

Table 8.9: Initial test results for sat54 model

Test Performed Result

order 99,450
periodicity periodic 2
NCD test not NCD
structure irreducible
matrix score 2.2474
GE time estimate 20,798

appropriate here and the high matrix score favors the Adaptive SOR method.

(In Section 5.2 we reported that matrices with n ≥ 500 and matrixScore >

0.85 are good candidates for a solution method other than a direct method.)

Table 8.10 shows the results for the sat54 satellite model.
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Table 8.10: Solution times for sat54 satellite model

Soln Approach Method # Iterations Time

Naive A\b (direct) – fail
Advanced A\b (direct) – fail
Advanced BiCGSTAB 38 45.6
Advanced GMRES(10) 10(8) 85.6
Expert System Adaptive SOR 72 6.9
Validation Gauss-Seidel 73 17.4
Validation Power Method 191 44.2
Validation BiCGSTAB 45 10.4
Validation IAD method — fail
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8.2.3 Time Sharing System (TSS) Model

The parameters used for the ncd40 model are shown in Table 8.11. The vari-

able N is the number of terminals and η is the degree of multiprogramming.

The value η is given by η = nCPU + nSM + nFD, where nCPU , nSM , and nFD

are the number of process at each location at a given moment. Table 8.12

Table 8.11: Model parameters for ncd40

Parameter Value

CPU to SM transition rate 100(η/128)1.5

CPU to FD transition rate 0.050
CPU to Terminal trans. rate 0.002
SM to CPU transition rate 0.200
FD to CPU transition rate 30.000
Terminals to CPU trans. rate 0.0001(N − η)

shows the initial test results for the Time Sharing System model with 40

users (terminals). This yields a model with 12,341 states and 81,221 non-

zero elements. The resulting matrix is NCD and the expert system picks the

IAD method. Table 8.13 shows results.

Table 8.12: Initial test results for ncd40 model

Test Performed Result

order 12,341
periodicity periodic 2
NCD test is NCD
structure irreducible
matrix score 0.1010
GE time estimate 30.36

For values of N = 60, 70, and 80 the results are similar—the Adaptive
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Table 8.13: Solution times for ncd40 TSS model

Soln Approach Method # Iterations Time

Naive A\b (direct) – out of memory
Advanced A\b (direct) – 2070 (34 minutes)
Advanced BiCGSTAB 500 fail
Advanced GMRES – fail
Expert System IAD 1,011 10.0
Validation Adaptive SOR – fail
Validation SOR (ω = .50) – fail
Validation SOR (ω = .75) – fail
Validation SOR (ω = 1.5) – fail
Validation SOR (ω = 1.85) 2,748 45.3
Validation Gauss-Seidel – fail
Validation Power Method – fail
Validation BiCGSTAB – fail
Validation Block SOR 2,668 22.3

SOR and BiCGSTAB methods both fail. Only the IAD or Block SOR meth-

ods are appropriate for large NCD matrices. See Table 8.14.

Table 8.14: Solution times for TSS model

Number of IAD Block SOR
Terminals order Time Time

40 12,341 10.0 19.0
60 39,711 103.9 112.4
70 62,196 168.1 131.6
80 91,881 222.8 201.4
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8.2.4 Recurrent Epidemic Model

The parameters used for the ridler256 model are shown in Table 8.15. Re-

call that the ordered pair (m,n) is a state in the model. As shown by

Table 8.15: Model parameters for ridler256

Parameter Value

East transition rate 28
South transition rate 0.25n
Northwest trans. rate 0.50m

Table 8.16: Initial test results for ridler256 model

Test Performed Result

order 66,049
periodicity periodic 3
NCD test not NCD
structure irreducible
matrix score 0.0065
GE time estimate 105.15

Table 8.17, this model is one of the toughest to solve in terms of finding

a successful method. The expert system recommends BiCGSTAB but this

method fails. The software automatically switches to Adaptive SOR to ob-

tain the solution. The Expert System line in Table 8.17 shows the iterations

and time for BiCGSTAB and Adpative SOR, respectively.

This matrix is not NCD; it is too large for the expert system to recom-

mend Gaussian elimination; and it has a very low matrix score (0.0065). The

IAD method did succeed in finding the solution, but in general the expert

system would not recommend this method because the matrix is not NCD.
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Permuted Gaussian elimination also found a solution in 96.8 seconds; again,

the expert system would not choose this method because of the matrix size.

This leaves Adaptive SOR as the only viable solution method. One possi-

ble cause of the difficulty is the large difference in magnitude of entries in

the matrix. Another possible cause of the difficulty is ill-conditioning of the

Markov chain matrix. We found that the matrices from small examples of

this model had large condition numbers and the larger matrix likely does, as

well.

Table 8.17: Solution times for ridler256 model

Solution
Approach Method Iterations Time

Naive A\b (direct) – fail
Advanced A\b (direct) – 2642.0
Advanced BiCGSTAB 3,000 fail
Advanced GMRES(10) 3,000 fail
Expert System Adaptive SOR 200 + 1, 009 18.0 + 30.0
Validation Power Method 3,000 fail
Validation BiCGSTAB 16 fail
Validation IAD method 483 34.7
Validation Gaussian elim. – fail
Validation Permuted GE – 96.8
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8.2.5 Resource Sharing Model

The parameters used for the mutex8 model are shown in Table 8.18. In

Table 8.18: Model parameters for mutex8

Parameter Value

Rate process i attempts to seize the resource 1/i
Rate process i releases resource rate i

Table 8.20 we see results for the case of 16 processes competing to use a

resource with capacity Cr = 12. This matrix has 64,839 states and 1,094,983

non-zero elements. The high matrix score (2.28) for this matrix leads the

expert system to choose Adaptive SOR and this is the fastest solution method

for this model.

Table 8.19: Initial test results for mutex8 model

Test Performed Result

order 64,839
periodicity periodic 2
NCD test not NCD
structure irreducible
matrix score 2.2835
GE time estimate 6,488
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Table 8.20: Solution times for mutex8 model

Solution
Approach Method Iterations Time

Naive A\b (direct) – fail
Advanced BiCGSTAB 60 55.5
Advanced GMRES(10) – fail
Expert System Adaptive SOR 30 2.5
Validation Power Method 750 143.0
Validation BiCGSTAB 47 8.3
Validation IAD method 26 11.7
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8.2.6 Summary of Solution Experiments

In this section we tested the expert system on Markov chain models from five

different application areas. In each case, except one, the expert system cor-

rectly identified the fastest solution method. In the one exception, kanban33,

all solution methods returned a solution in less than one second. The models

and the expert system method choice are shown in Table 8.21

Table 8.21: Expert system method choice

Model Method Choice

kanban55 BiCGSTAB
kanban33 GE
sat54 Adaptive SOR
ncd40 IAD
ridler256 Adaptive SOR
mutex8 Adaptive SOR

8.3 Method Switching Experiments

This section describes our experiments using the Matrix Score (see Sec-

tion 5.2) as a means to decide between the BiCGSTAB method and the

Adaptive SOR solution method. We also demonstrate the use of a mech-

anism to switch to another solution method when the BiCGSTAB method

stalls.

Based on our tests (with non-NCD matrices), a low matrix score tends

to predict a faster solution by using the BiCGSTAB method; conversely, a

high matrix score favors the use of the Adaptive SOR method. The reason
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for this is not clear and it deserves more research. For NCD matrices, the

matrix score is not as important—the NCD property carries more weight in

choosing an appropriate solution method.

Table 8.22 shows the Matrix Score and solution times for eight models.

For all sizes of the model mutex and for the sat54 model, the matrix score

Table 8.22: Matrix Score as a solution method criterion

Matrix Adaptive
Name Order Non-Zeros Score SOR BiCGSTAB

mutex11 6,196 52,596 3.143 0.07 0.30
mutex7 39,203 563,491 3.129 1.19 3.38
mutex8 64,839 1,094,983 2.284 2.46 9.09
sat54 99,450 1,206,372 2.247 6.99 7.56
mutex4 4,095 53,223 1.938 0.06 0.21
kanban54 28,125 168,125 0.429 8.95 2.51
kanban55 71,280 438,480 0.380 34.54 8.76
ridler512/128 66,177 263,425 0.007 2.88 fail

accurately predicts the use of Adaptive SOR as the faster solution method.

The matrices kanban54, kanban55, and ridler512/128 all have low matrix

scores and the expert system uses the matrix score, along with other tests,

to recommend the BiCGSTAB method. The prediction is correct for both

kanban models; unfortunately, in the case of the matrix ridler512/128, the

BiCGSTAB method fails to converge after 200 iterations and cannot com-

pute the solution. To handle cases of this type, we monitor the progress

of the BiCGSTAB algorithm to detect a possible breakdown and then use

a switching mechanism that switches to the Adaptive SOR method to ob-

tain the solution. This concept is reflected by a dashed line in the sieve

flowchart (Figure 6.1).
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Ideally, we do not want to wait for BiCGSTAB to breakdown completely

before switching to Adaptive SOR. Sometimes we are able to detect the

onset of one possible breakdown by monitoring the changes in a key scalar,

ρ, computed in the BiCGSTAB algorithm (see algorithm in Section 4.3). To

handle other cases of stalling we restrict the maximum number of iterations

to 200.

We now explain the importance of the scalar ρ. The BiCGSTAB method

is based on a solution process known as Lanczos Bi-Orthogonalization. This

process builds a pair of bi-orthogonal bases for the subspaces

Kk(A, v) ≡ span{v, Av,A2v, . . . , Ak−1v}

and

Kk(A
T , w) ≡ span{w,AT w, (AT )2w, . . . , (AT )k−1w}.

The two sets2 of basis vectors {vi} and {wj} are bi-orthogonal, meaning that

〈vi, wj〉 = δij =




1, when i = j,

0, when i 6= j.

In BiCG, CGS, and BiCGSTAB the basis vectors are represented in polyno-

mial form using the product of a kth degree polynomial in the matrix A and

the vectors v and w. In practice, the vectors v and w are chosen to be the

residual vector r(j) = s(j) −wt(j) and another vector r̃ = r(0). (See algorithm

2In this case, we use a subscript to indicate a member of a set of vectors.
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on page 53.) This representation implies that the biorthogonality condition

is based on the form 〈
P (A)r(0), P (AT )r̃(0)

〉
. (8.1)

The form in (8.1) does not constitute an inner product space, and conse-

quently, the inner product can become zero (or very close to zero) when each

of the vectors are still non-zero [46]. When the algorithm cannot maintain

bi-orthogonality a breakdown is said to occur.

The BiCGSTAB algorithm uses the scalar ρ to check biorthogonality at

each iteration by computing an inner product of residual vectors

ρ =
〈
r̃, r(i−1)

〉
,

where r̃ = r(0). In the ideal case, the residuals become smaller as the al-

gorithm converges and in cases where BiCGSTAB terminates normally, the

value of ρ often decreases slightly at each iteration.

For some starting vectors, we have noticed by observing iterations of the

BiCGSTAB algorithm that a breakdown is likely to occur when the value of

ρ is smaller (in absolute value) than the quantity

ϕ = 1 × 10(−iter),

where iter is the variable counting the iterations. This condition indicates

that the scalar quantity ρ is rapidly approaching zero. After 15 warm-up iter-
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ations, we make this check at each iteration when ρ is computed, and termi-

nate the BiCGSTAB algorithm if ρ < ϕ. Also, if the number of BiCGSTAB

iterations exceeds 200 we terminate the algorithm. Upon early termination

of BiCGSTAB, we switch to Adaptive SOR to obtain the solution vector

π. We start the Adaptive SOR algorithm with a default starting vector of

x(0) = 1/n. In our experiments, the switching mechanism works well and it

takes only a few seconds for our code to detect when BiCGSTAB is likely to

fail.

8.4 Scalability Experiments

A technique common to many types of modeling is to first make a small model

and then later enlarge the model as its behavior is better understood. This

section describes our experiments of using an existing solution vector, π, when

scaling to a larger instance of the same Markov chain model. We wondered

if the existing π vector could be modified and used advantageously as a

starting vector for solving the larger model. We examined three alternatives

and tested these alternatives on three different Markov chain models.

• Alternative 1. Do not use the existing π vector at all; instead, for

the new, larger Markov chain model create a starting vector of size n

where each element is 1/n. This is a valid starting vector because it is

probability vector. This is the default alternative currently used.

• Alternative 2. Extend the existing π vector by appending enough zero
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(0) elements onto the vector to make it the correct length for the new,

larger model. Again, this is a valid starting vector because it is proba-

bility vector.

• Alternative 3. Distribute the probability in the smaller vector over

the state space of the new, larger starting vector in way that seeks to

preserve the shape of the current solution vector. This tests the idea

that the solution vector of the larger model will have a similar shape

as the solution vector from the smaller model.

Table 8.23: Extend kanban54 to kanban55

From To
Name: kanban54 kanban55
Order: 28,125 71,280
Non-zeros: 168,125 438,480

Solution Time
Alternative Adaptive SOR BiCGSTAB
Alt 1 34.54 8.76
Alt 2 40.59 15.20
Alt 3 35.40 14.14

Table 8.24: Extend mutex7 to mutex8

From To
Name: mutex7 mutex8
Order: 39,203 64,839
Non-zeros: 64,839 1,094,983

Solution Time
Alternative Adaptive SOR BiCGSTAB
Alt 1 2.5 9.9
Alt 2 0.3 0.5
Alt 3 2.8 10.8
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Table 8.25: Extend ncd4 to ncd6

From To
Name: ncd4 ncd6
Order: 12,341 39,711
Non-zeros: 81,221 266,631

Solution Time
Alternative IAD —
Alt 1 103.9 —
Alt 2 failed —
Alt 3 114.0 —

Table 8.26: Extend ncd5 to ncd6

From To
Name: ncd5 ncd6
Order: 23,426 39,711
Non-zeros: 156,026 266,631

Solution Time
Alternative IAD —
Alt 1 103.9 —
Alt 2 failed —
Alt 3 140.8 —

The Markov chain models tested are kanban, mutex, and ncd. The results

are shown in Tables 8.23, 8.24, 8.25, and 8.26.

In the mutex model, Alternative 2 was beneficial and Alternative 3 did

not provide any benefit. In the two other models, no benefit was realized

from using either Alternative 2 or Alternative 3.

The mutex model has the characteristic that the stationary solution vector

changes very little for any size instance of the model, including the element

location and magnitude of the three largest elements in the solution vector.

This fact probably explains why mutex responded so well to Alternative 2.
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From these experiments, Alternative 2 and 3 do not seem to be more

beneficial than Alternative 1. We conclude that the default initial solution

vector, π(0) = 1/n, may not always be the best choice for every Markov chain

matrix but is a good choice for many. For our software, we use the default

π(0) = 1/n initial vector to provide a good choice for a wide variety of models

that the user may examine.

The apparent failure of Alternatives 2 and 3 is disappointing and unex-

pected. Many scientific calculations benefit from knowing previous informa-

tion and one would expect that having a solution to a smaller model would

be helpful. But we have found that this intuition not confirmed in our exper-

iments and we cannot justify the extra effort required to construct a starting

vector from a previous solution.

8.5 Parameter Adjustment Experiments

In the previous section we made structural changes to Markov chain models

that enlarged the state space. In this section we describe our experiments to

examine the case when a Markov chain model has one or more parameters

that can change their value while the structure and size of the model remains

constant. When a parameter in the model changes, the characteristics of the

Markov chain matrix can also change; this may, in turn, cause the expert

system to select a different solution technique.

We examine the effect of re-using a solution vector as the starting vector
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to obtain the solution for a model with a slightly changed parameter. In

situations where one parameter is varied slightly, our experience shows that

the stationary solution vectors have similar shapes when the magnitude of

each element is plotted (see Figures 8.7 and 8.8). We theorized that each

successive solution arising from a slight parameter adjustment could benefit

from re-use of the previous solution vector. In general, our results did support

that claim. For each experiment, the re-use of the previous solution vector

is compared with the default starting vector where each element is πi = 1/n,

where n = the number of states. Let πD represent the default starting vector

and let πP = previous solution vector.

As an example for these experiments we use the model of a stochastic

recurrent epidemic that is described by Ridler-Rowe [32] and Stirzaker [42].

In all our experiments with this model the expert system recommends the

BiCGSTAB method. As discussed in Section 8.3, the BiCGSTAB method

fails for this model and the software automatically switches to Adaptive SOR

as an alternative solution method. All times shown in the following tables

are solution times for Adaptive SOR using at most 5000 iterations.

For our first experiment we use a relatively small model where Nx = Ny =

100. This yields a model containing 10,201 states with the Markov chain

matrix of size 10, 201 × 10, 201 and 40,401 non-zero elements. Transition

rates are as follows:

• East: ν = 10
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• South: 0.25n

• Northwest: will vary from 0.05m to 0.30m

Table 8.27: Re-use of solution vector: ridler100

Northwest State with Highest Solution Times
Transition Probability default starting re-use of previous

Rate (m,n) vector, πD solution, πP

0.05 m (100,18) 3.87 no previous
0.10 m (99,34) 7.99 1.26
0.15 m (66,40) 9.22 1.89
0.20 m (50,40) 7.79 1.52
0.25 m (40,40) 1.84 1.32
0.30 m (33,40) 3.74 1.26

Table 8.28: Comparison of vector norms: ridler100

Northwest
Transition ‖π − πD‖2 ‖π − πP ‖2

Rate

0.05 m 0.1497 n.a.
0.10 m 0.0529 0.1565
0.15 m 0.0380 0.0652
0.20 m 0.0411 0.0482
0.25 m 0.0436 0.0402
0.30 m 0.0457 0.0331

The results are shown in Table 8.27. In each case the use of πP did provide

a time savings benefit.

Figure 8.7 is a plot of the solution vectors in this experiment. The plots

show that the solution does change in magnitude and location as the North-

west parameter is varied but there is enough similarity in successive solution

vectors to achieve a benefit from using πP as the initial starting vector.
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Figure 8.7: Solution vector plot

In a second experiment, we used a larger model where Nx = Ny = 256.

This yields a model with 66,049 states and 263,169 non-zero elements. This

time we varied the immigration rate, ν. Transition rates are as follows:

• East: ν will vary

• South: .25n

• Northwest: 0.5m

The results are shown in Table 8.29 and, again, the results support the use

of πP . We also checked the transition of ν from 28 down to 25 by using

the solution from ν = 28 as the starting vector for the ν = 25 problem.
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Table 8.29: Re-use of solution vector: ridler256

East State with Highest Solution Times
Transition Probability default starting re-use of previous

Rate (m,n) vector, πD solution, πP

20 (39,80) 150.12 no previous
25 (50,100) 46.4 22.2
28 (56,112) 31.5 28.7
30 (60,120) 58.5 27.9
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Figure 8.8: Solution vector plot

Again, the use of the previous solution vector provides a distinct advantage

for obtaining a solution for the ν = 25 problem.

In Tables 8.28 and 8.30 we show the norm of the difference between the

solution vector and the two starting vectors. In both ridler models, the
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Table 8.30: Comparison of vector norms: ridler256

East
Transition ‖π − πD‖2 ‖π − πP ‖2

Rate

20 0.0373 n.a.
25 0.0334 0.0454
28 0.0315 0.0292
30 0.0304 0.0191

vector norms suggest that πP is a suitable starting vector when adjusting

parameters in a model.

We performed a similar experiment using the kanban54 model. With this

model we varied the mean rate for setup time from 0.6 to 1.0. In each case

the BiCGSTAB method was used and the results are shown in Table 8.31.

For the kanban54 model, the re-use of a previous solution vector provides a

Table 8.31: Re-use of solution vector: kanban54

Mean State with Solution Times
Set-up Highest default starting re-use of previous
Rate Probability vector, πD solution, πP

0.6 26,488 2.54 no previous
0.7 23,704 2.53 2.30
0.8 17,868 2.51 2.26
0.9 25,526 2.51 2.23
1.0 25,526 2.51 2.25

slight advantage over the default starting vector. We also found it interesting

that starting vectors with most of the probability at one end of the vector

(for example, π = (0.5, 0.5, . . . , 0, 0)) effectively doubled the solution time to

about 4.5 seconds.
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Our conclusions in this section are in contrast to those made in Sec-

tion 8.4: the default initial solution vector, πi = 1/n, probably won’t out-

perform a previous solution vector from a nearby Markov chain.

We conclude that for scalability experiments when the model changes

size, the default starting vector, πi = 1/n should probably be used. For

parameter adjustments only, the previous solution vector, πP should be used

whenever available.
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Chapter 9

Critique and Future Research

We have demonstrated that Barrett’s statement “The best we can hope for

is some expert system that guides the user in his/her choice.” [5] is certainly

possible and could very likely be a useful tool for users of Markov chains.

We have shown that an embedded expert system can significantly reduce

solution time for many Markov chain models and help in choosing a feasible

solution method.

In most modeling situations, a user wants to traverse the model—solve—

adjust—re-solve cycle many times. Faster solution times and embedded ex-

pertise for choosing the solution method make this type of analysis easier

and more accessible.

In this research we focused on how to lend expertise and user interface

support to the task of obtaining a stationary solution vector for the Markov

chain. It seems clear that similar expertise could be applied to other perfor-
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mance measures such as transient solution analysis. The matlab software

has subject-area specific “toolbox” applications for areas such as wavelets,

signal processing, and financial analysis. Our work here could serve as the

foundation for a similar type of knowledge-based toolbox specifically targeted

at users of Markov chains.

One particular challenge mentioned earlier is the task of state space gener-

ation. Certainly, for a large model, the user cannot be expected to manually

construct a file of the non-zero elements. Furthermore, any structural or

parameter change in the model causes a related change in the matrix ele-

ments. Performing this task in a user-friendly, domain-relevant manner is

an area that needs future research. Since the particular application area has

an impact on the generation and solution of the Markov chain model, we

also see the need for domain-specific software components. In this context

the expert system could interview the prospective users to try and categorize

their needs. To do this, the expert system could be enhanced to permit both

forward chaining and backward chaining inference.

In this research we used a combination of matlab and fortran code.

While the use of the fortran code increases the speed our computations,

it also had some disadvantages. First, a “wrapper” function must be written

for any fortran code; second, once the fortran code is invoked it runs to

completion without any other input from the GUI; and finally, we discovered

a disappointing time cost associated with the transfer of large vectors from

matlab to fortran and back again. matlab served as a valuable research
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tool but we recommend using a single language for our future work, be it

matlab, fortran, java, or some other language. One exception might be

a combined use of the tightly integrated matlab and java code in the in

matlab, version 6.

Lastly, pertaining to our computer code we must issue the following

caveat: all of the code associated with this research was written only for

research purposes and is not intended for use in mission critical situations.
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Appendix A

User’s Guide

The graphical user interface (GUI) of this program was written in matlab
code. The current version has the file name sieve7.fig. The files needed
to run the interface are listed in Section 7.2. These files, along with the data
files should be place in the same directory.

Data files should be plain text files with file extension .txt. Data must
be listed as in the following example. The first line gives the number of rows,
column, and non-zero elements. The last line is an EOF marker.

336 336 1416

1 1 -3.200000

1 2 0.4000000

1 3 2.0000000

1 4 0.4000000

1 5 0.4000000

...
...

...

335 335 -2.000000

335 330 2.000000

336 336 -0.8000000

336 226 0.8000000

-1 -1 -1

The interface is run within a matlab user session. After pointing mat-
lab to the correct directory, the GUI can be started by issuing the matlab
command open sieve7.fig at the command prompt.
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While using the software the GUI will display messages to the user. The
matlab command window will also display other details. For convenience,
the matlab command window can be minimized while using the GUI win-
dow.

To close the GUI window, use File, Close from the pull-down menus.
To exit matlab, type exit at the command prompt.
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Appendix B

Computer Code

B.1 Expert System matlab Code

The following pages show matlab code used in the expert system.
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myES3.m

%

% filename: myES3.m

% Purpose: Initialization and driver code for

% Expert System. This file initializes the working memory and

% starts the chaining algorithm.

% Written by: W. S. Barge

% Date: 04/02/01

% Modified: 04/05/01

%

% Initialize the working memory

initWM;

% initialize the rules by calling ’ruleset3.m’

ruleset3;

% update the working memory with the current

% number of rules in the knowledge base

workMem{2,2} = length(rule);

% the last, non-empty cell in the working memory

% (this changes as we go along)

lastCell = workMem{1,2};

disp(’ ’)

disp(’--------------- Expert System engaged ----------------’)

% disp(’Initial Working Memory: ’)

% disp( workMem(1:lastCell,:) )

disp(’ ’)

disp(’Starting to diagnose the matrix...’)

% call the inference engine

earlyBreak = 0;

[rule,workMem,earlyBreak] = forward3(rule,workMem,earlyBreak);

% clean up and list results

lastCell = workMem{1,2};

prem1 = strmatch(’conclusion’,workMem(1:lastCell,1) );

if isempty(prem1)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ Data did not indicate a diagnosis.’)

else

disp(’ ’)

disp([’>>>>>>> We recommend: ’,workMem{prem1,2},’.’])

end

lastCell = workMem{1,2};

disp(’ ’)

disp(’--------------- Expert System finished ---------------’)

forward3.m
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function [rule,workMem,earlyBreak] = forward3(rule,workMem,earlyBreak)

%

% filename: forward3.m

% Purpose: Forward Chaining Inference Engine for Expert System

% Written by: W. S. Barge

% Date: 04/02/01

% Modified: 10/23/01 to provide the short circuit for early conclusion

for j = 1:workMem{2,2}

if(earlyBreak == 1)

break

end

if (rule(j).fire == 0)

ruleVector = [];

last = length(rule(j).prem(:));

for i = 1:last

ruleVector = [ruleVector,eval(rule(j).prem{i})];

end

if ~ismember(0,ruleVector)

rule(j).fire = 1;

[workMem] = UPDATE(rule, workMem, j);

%-------------- added 10/23/01 -----------------%

if ( strcmp(rule(j).cons{1}, ’conclusion’) )

earlyBreak = 1;

break

end

%-----------------------------------------------%

[rule, workMem,earlyBreak] = forward3(rule,workMem,earlyBreak);

else

% disp([’>> rule ’, num2str(j), ’ did not fire.’])

end

end

end

UPDATE.m

function [workMem] = UPDATE(rule, workMem, j);

%

% filename: UPDATE.m

% Purpose: Function to update the working memory with

% conclusions reached by the inference engine.

% Written by: W. S. Barge

% Date: 04/02/01

%

workMem{1,2} = workMem{1,2} + 1;

lastCell = workMem{1,2};

if length(rule(j).cons) == 2

workMem{lastCell,1} = rule(j).cons{1};
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workMem{lastCell,2} = rule(j).cons{2};

disp(’ I can infer: ’)

disp( rule(j).cons{1} )

disp( rule(j).cons{2} )

else

workMem{lastCell,1} = rule(j).cons{:};

disp(’ I can infer: ’)

disp( rule(j).cons{:} )

end

TEST.m

function t = TEST(workMem, A, B, sym)

%

% filename: TEST.m

% Purpose: Function to test if a premise is in the

% working memory of the Expert System.

% With parameter A the test is for membership.

% With parameters A and B the test is for membership and

% to see if A_value > B.

% Written by: W. S. Barge

% Date: 04/02/01

%

lastCell = workMem{1,2};

if (nargin == 4) & ( ismember(A,workMem(1:lastCell,1)) )

row = strmatch(A,workMem(1:lastCell,1));

A_value = workMem{row,2};

if eval(strcat(num2str(A_value),sym, num2str(B)))

t = 1;

else

t = 0;

end

else

t = ismember(A,workMem(1:lastCell,1));

end

ruleset3.m

% filename: ruleset3.m

% Purpose: Knowledge base (rules) for Expert System

% Written by: W. S. Barge

% Date: 04/02/01

% Modified: 04/05/01

% Modified: 11/01/01

% Modified: 03/03/02

%

rule(1).fire = 0;

rule(1).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’reducible’’)’ };
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rule(1).cons = {’conclusion’, ’revise matrix to be irreducible’ };

rule(2).fire = 0;

rule(2).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’periodic’’)’ };

rule(2).cons = {’matrix is periodic’ };

rule(3).fire = 0;

rule(3).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’acyclic’’)’ };

rule(3).cons = {’matrix is acyclic’ };

rule(4).fire = 0;

rule(4).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’NCD’’)’ };

rule(4).cons = {’matrix is NCD’ };

rule(5).fire = 0;

rule(5).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’notNCD’’)’ };

rule(5).cons = {’matrix is not NCD’ };

rule(6).fire = 0;

rule(6).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’medium’’)’ };

rule(6).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’time OK’’)’ };

rule(6).cons = {’conclusion’,’GE’ };

rule(7).fire = 0;

rule(7).prem(1) = { ’TEST(workMem, ’’time est’’, 30, ’’<’’)’ };

rule(7).cons = {’time OK’ };

rule(8).fire = 0;

rule(8).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’small’’)’ };

rule(8).cons = {’conclusion’, ’GE’ };

rule(9).fire = 0;

rule(9).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’order’’, 500,’’<=’’)’ };

rule(9).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’irreducible’’)’ };

rule(9).cons = {’small’ };

rule(10).fire = 0;

rule(10).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’order’’, 500,’’>’’)’ };

rule(10).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’order’’, 1500,’’<=’’)’ };

rule(10).prem(3) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’irreducible’’)’ };

rule(10).cons = {’medium’ };

rule(11).fire = 0;

rule(11).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’medium’’)’ };

rule(11).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’time est’’, 30, ’’>=’’)’};

rule(11).cons = {’time too long’ };

rule(12).fire = 0;

rule(12).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’time too long’’)’ };

rule(12).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’periodic’’)’ };

rule(12).cons = {’conclusion’,’permuted GE’ };

rule(13).fire = 0;

rule(13).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’time too long’’)’ };

rule(13).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’acyclic’’)’ };

rule(13).cons = {’iterative’ };
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rule(14).fire = 0;

rule(14).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’order’’, 1500,’’>’’)’ };

rule(14).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’irreducible’’)’ };

rule(14).cons = {’iterative ’ };

rule(15).fire = 0;

rule(15).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’iterative’’)’ };

rule(15).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’NCD’’)’ };

rule(15).cons = {’conclusion’, ’IAD’ };

rule(16).fire = 0;

rule(16).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’time too long’’)’ };

rule(16).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’acyclic’’)’ };

rule(16).cons = {’iterative’ };

rule(17).fire = 0;

rule(17).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’matrixScore’’,0.85,’’>=’’)’};

rule(17).cons = {’dense’ };

rule(18).fire = 0;

rule(18).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’matrixScore’’,0.85,’’<’’)’ };

rule(18).cons = {’sparse’ };

rule(19).fire = 0;

rule(19).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’iterative’’)’ };

rule(19).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’notNCD’’)’ };

rule(19).prem(3) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’dense’’)’ };

rule(19).cons = {’conclusion’, ’Adaptive SOR’ };

rule(20).fire = 0;

rule(20).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’iterative’’)’ };

rule(20).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’notNCD’’)’ };

rule(20).prem(3) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’sparse’’)’ };

rule(20).cons = {’conclusion’,’BiCGSTAB’ };

rule(21).fire = 0;

rule(21).prem(1) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’medium’’)’ };

rule(21).prem(2) = {’TEST(workMem, ’’time OK’’)’ };

rule(21).cons = {’conclusion’,’GE’ };

initWM.m

% filename: initWM.m

% Purpose: Specifys the initial working memory. In terms

% of a Markov Chain, this is the initial

% facts that we have on the Markov Chain

% that are obtained by observing the chain.

%

% Written by: W. S. Barge

% Date: 04/05/01

%

% Testing Indicator variables in this m-file:

%

% icycle -- periodicty (icycle > 1 then periodic)
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% matrixScore -- the actual value

% y -- time to perform 1 million flops

% ngr -- tells NCD status (ngr > 1 then NCD)

% n -- matrix order

% irr -- irreducible (irr==1 then irreducible; o.w. irr==0)

% get test values from base workspace

icycle = evalin(’base’,’icycle’);

matrixScore = evalin(’base’,’matrixScore’);

y = evalin(’base’,’worstTime’);

ngr = evalin(’base’,’ngr’);

n = evalin(’base’,’n’);

irr = evalin(’base’,’irr’);

% Initialize the working memory

workMem = cell(20,2);

workMem{1,1} = ’lastCell’;

workMem{1,2} = 8;

workMem{2,1} = ’number of rules’;

% info obtained from the Markov Chain itself

if (irr == 1)

workMem{3,1} = ’irreducible’; % <---- reducible/irreducible

else

workMem{3,1} = ’reducible’;

end

workMem{4,1} = ’order’;

workMem{4,2} = n; % <----------------- the actual number

if (ngr > 1)

workMem{5,1} = ’NCD’; % <-----------NCD/notNCD

else

workMem{5,1} = ’notNCD’;

end

workMem{5,2} = 0.01;

workMem{6,1} = ’time est’;

workMem{6,2} = y; % <-------------------- value as calculated

workMem{7,1} = ’matrixScore’;

workMem{7,2} = matrixScore; % <---------- value as calculated

if (icycle > 1)

workMem{8,1} = ’periodic’;

workMem{8,2} = icycle;

else

workMem{8,1} = ’acyclic’;

workMem{8,2} = icycle;

end
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B.2 GUI matlab code

The following pages show matlab code used in the design of the graphical
user interface (GUI).
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m build.m

%

% This MATLAB file is for PhD research

% Prepared by: Shep Barge

% Date: 1/9/01

% Last modified: 2/17/02

% Reads data from a file (row-col-value format) and puts it into

% Harwell-Boeing format. User must supply file name and/or path to

% the data file. No other words, data, or spaces allow in data file.

% If using a MARCA file, remove words on first line, delete second

% blank line, and delete -1 -1 -1 on last line of file.

%

PERM_CUTOFF = 1500

SIZE_CUTOFF = 500

testTimeTotal = 0;

plotTime = 0;

testTime = 0;

needpd = 0;

irr = 0;

solnSwitch = 0;

[text] = clear_text;

cla

% **** Options for plotting ****

% 0 for no plot

% 1 to get a plot

% doThePlot = 0;

d = dir(’*.txt’);

dstr = {d.name};

[s,ok] = listdlg( ’PromptString’,’Choose a matrix:’,...

’SelectionMode’,’single’,...

’ListString’,dstr);

if (ok == 0)

return;

end

doThePlot = 0;

qstring = ’Should we plot the matrix? (it takes some time)’;

reply = questdlg(qstring,’Plot Selection’, ’Sure’,’Nope’,’Maybe’,’Nope’);

if strcmp(reply,’Sure’)

doThePlot = 1;

elseif strcmp(reply,’Maybe’)

reply = questdlg({’Please make up your mind! -- Do you want the plot?’},...

’Plot Selection’,’Yes’,’No’,’No’);

if strcmp(reply,’Yes’)

doThePlot = 1;
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end

end

myFile = dstr{s};

currentRow = 1;

position = 1;

nzCount = 0;

if (doThePlot)

t0 = clock;

try

% disp(’starting textread function’)

% MATLAB command to read data from files

[n1,n2,n3] = textread(myFile,’%d %d %f’);

catch

% disp(lasterr)

disp(’ *** Input Error *** ’)

disp(’ --> File not in correct format <-- ’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’Likely remedy: Remove text comments from’)

disp(’first line of input file.’)

disp(’ ’)

return

end

% ********** plot the sparse matrix ***********

cla;

nzmax = n3(1);

i = n1(2:nzmax+1);

j = n2(2:nzmax+1);

s = n3(2:nzmax+1);

m = n1(1);

n = m;

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Building the sparse matrix for plotting’);

A = sparse(i,j,s,m,n,nzmax);

spy(A)

title(myFile)

plotTime = etime(clock,t0);

disp(’----------------------------------------------------------’)

% *********** end plotting ****************

end % if (doThePlot)

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Converting the matrix to HB format ...please wait a few seconds’);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’------------ Starting a New Matrix --------------------------’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ >>> Converting the matrix to HB format <<<’)
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disp(’ ... please wait a few seconds ...’)

t0 = clock;

tic

dwork = zeros(1,12000000);

disp(’size of dwork is’)

disp(size(dwork))

toc

tic

iwork = zeros(1,12000000);

disp(’size of iwork is’)

disp(size(iwork))

toc

big = 0.0;

ifail = 0;

disp(’going into build’)

tic

% BUILDING THE HB FORMAT:

[dwork,iwork,ifail,big,n,nz] = build(ifail,dwork,iwork,big,myFile);

disp(’back from build’)

toc

[text] = add_text(’--------------------------------’);

[text] = add_text(’Using this matrix: ’);

[text] = add_text(myFile);

[text] = add_text( [’order: ’,num2str(n)] );

[text] = add_text( [’non-zeros: ’,num2str(nz)] );

[text] = add_text(’--------------------------------’);

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

disp(n)

disp(nz)

disp(dwork(1))

disp(iwork(1))

disp(iwork(nz+1))

ia_end = nz+n+1;

aa = dwork(1:nz);

ja = iwork(1:nz);

ia = iwork(nz+1:ia_end);

clear mex

% TRANSPOSE THE MATRIX

disp(’calling transpose’)

tic

[dwork,iwork] = mtranspose(n,nz,aa,ja,ia,dwork,iwork);

disp(’back from transpose’)

toc

clear mex

aat = dwork(1:nz);

jat = iwork(1:nz);
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iat = iwork(nz+1:ia_end);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ >>> Conversion is complete! <<<’)

disp(’ ’)

[text] = add_text(’Conversion complete...starting diagnostic tests’);

tempTime = etime(clock,t0);

acquireTime = tempTime;

disp(’ --------------------------------------------------------------’)

% ******* ABOUT TO START TESTS ON MATRIX ********

%

% Testing Indicator variables in this m-file:

%

% icycle -- periodicty (icycle > 1 then periodic)

% matrixScore -- the actual value

% y -- time to perform 1 million flops

% ngr -- tells NCD status (ngr > 1 then NCD)

% n -- matrix order

% irr -- irreducible (irr==1 then irreducible; o.w. irr==0)

% default values

icycle = 1;

matrixScore = .001;

y = 0.001;

ngr = 1;

irr = 1;

worstTime = 0.001;

% initial values

plotTime=0;

acquireTime=0;

pertestTime=0;

mscoreTime=0;

ncdtestTime=0;

getestTime=0;

esTime=0;

testTime=0;

testTimeTotal=0;

if( (n < PERM_CUTOFF) & (n > SIZE_CUTOFF) )

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Checking periodicity...’);

[iwork,icycle,time] = mypertest(n,nz,ja,ia,iwork);

if (icycle > 1)

[text] = add_text([’Matrix is periodic with period ’,num2str(icycle)]);

else

[text] = add_text(’Matrix is aperiodic’);

end

tempTime = time;

pertestTime = tempTime;
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testTime = testTime + tempTime;

end

disp(’ --------------------------------------------------------------’)

clear mex

if( n > SIZE_CUTOFF )

t0 = clock;

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Computing matrix score...’);

clear mex

[matrixScore,maxHD,maxVD,time] = mscore(n,nz,ja,ia);

tempTime = time;

mscoreTime = tempTime;

testTime = testTime + tempTime;

disp(’ Maximum horiz. distance to right of diagonal is: ’)

disp(maxHD)

disp(’ Maximum vert. distance below diagonal is: ’)

disp(maxVD)

disp(’ Matrix Score is: ’)

disp(matrixScore)

[text] = add_text( [’Matrix score is ’, num2str(matrixScore)] );

end

disp(’ --------------------------------------------------------------’)

% added on 3/31/01 as part of the inital matrix evaluation

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ***** NCD-TEST *****’)

if( n > SIZE_CUTOFF )

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Checking decomposability...’);

clear mex

[iwork,ifail,ngr,irr,time] = myncdtest(n,nz,aat,jat,iat,iwork,ifail,big);

% Note: Variable ngr is tell the NCD status for the Expert System.

% ngr == 1 means matrix is NOT NCD

% ngr > 1 means matrix is NCD

% Note: Variable irr is tell the irreducible status for the ES.

% irr == 0 means matrix is NOT irr

% irr == 1 means matrix is irr

tempTime = time;

ncdtestTime = time;
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testTime = testTime + tempTime;

if (ngr > 1)

[text] = add_text(’Matrix is NCD’);

else

[text] = add_text(’Matrix is not NCD’);

end

end

disp(’ --------------------------------------------------------------’)

if( n > SIZE_CUTOFF )

t0 = clock;

y = timeCheck;

% After observing experiments, our estimate is routinely off by

% factor of two, so we determine to increase the

% estimate by a factor of two

y = y*2;

tempTime = etime(clock,t0);

getestTime = tempTime;

testTime = testTime + tempTime;

disp(’The time check took:’)

tempTime

p1 = ’ We estimate that your computer can do’;

p2 = ’ one-million flops in ’;

p3 = ’ seconds.’;

disp(p1)

msg = [p2,num2str(y),p3];

disp(msg)

end

disp(’ --------------------------------------------------------------’)

if( n > SIZE_CUTOFF )

t0 = clock;

disp(’ ’)

upperSection = (n*maxHD)-(.5*maxHD^2);

lowerSection = (n*maxVD)-(.5*maxVD^2);

worstCase = upperSection + lowerSection; % units are elements

if(n < 4000)

disp(’calling symred’)

clear mex

[newnz,iflops,mytime] = symred(ja,ia);

disp(’---------------------------------’)

disp(’symred flop estimate is ’)

disp(iflops)

disp(’The symred time estimate is ’)

symTime = (iflops/1000000)*y
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disp( symTime )

disp(’time to do symred was ’)

disp(mytime)

disp(’---------------------------------’)

% --------- use with symred --------------------

worstTime = symTime;

getestTime = getestTime + mytime;

testTime = testTime + mytime;

% -----------------------------------------------

else

% ----------------- use with rough estimate --------------------------

worstCase = worstCase * 100; % units now are flops

disp(’ Worst case flop count estimate:’)

disp(worstCase)

worstCase = worstCase/1000000; % units now are million flops

worstTime = worstCase * y;

% --------------------------------------------------------------------

end

disp(’ Worst case time estimate:’)

disp(worstTime)

p1 = ’ We estimate that GE could solve this’;

p2 = ’ system in ’;

p3 = num2str(worstTime);

p4 = ’ seconds.’;

disp(p1);

msg = [p2,p3,p4];

disp(msg);

end

t0 = clock;

diary(’repeat.txt’)

disp(datestr(now))

disp(myFile)

ph1 = [’order: ’,num2str(n)] ;

ph2 = [’non-zeros: ’,num2str(nz)] ;

ph3 = [’Matrix Score: ’,num2str(matrixScore)];

disp(ph1)

disp(ph2)

disp(ph3)

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Calling the expert system...’);

% call the expert system

myES3

tempTime = etime(clock,t0);

esTime = tempTime;

testTime = testTime + tempTime;
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testTimeTotal = plotTime + acquireTime + testTime;

[text] = add_text([’Total time for tests was ’, num2str(testTime)] );

p1 = [’ Time to plot: ’, num2str(plotTime)];

p2 = [’ Time to acquire: ’, num2str(acquireTime)];

p3 = [’ Time to test Periodicity: ’, num2str(pertestTime)];

p4 = [’ Time to compute mscore: ’, num2str(mscoreTime)];

p5 = [’ Time to test for NCD: ’, num2str(ncdtestTime)];

p5a = [’ Time for GE time test: ’, num2str(getestTime)];

p6 = [’ Expert System time: ’, num2str(esTime)];

p7 = [’ Subtotal time (for tests only): ’, num2str(testTime)];

p8 = [’ Total time: ’, num2str(testTimeTotal)];

disp(’ ’)

disp(’***************************************************************’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ SUMMARY OF TIME FOR TESTING THE MATRIX’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(p1)

disp(p2)

disp(p3)

disp(p4)

disp(p5)

disp(p5a)

disp(p6)

disp(’ ’)

disp(p7)

disp(p8)

disp(’ ’)

if (doThePlot == 0)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ Note: By your selection, matrix was not plotted on this run.’)

disp(’ ’)

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’Note: By your selection, matrix was not plotted on this run.’ );

end

disp(’***************************************************************’)

clear p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 msg ok ans t0 d

clear I J currentRow h i myLength n1 n2 n3 position str value

clear s m j listHandle solnSwitch

clear mex

clear functions

disp(’time to do one matrix-vector multiply:’)

format short

test_dax

clear v
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diary off

disp(’finished with m_build.m’)

% clear A

h_fig = gcf;

h_pop1 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu1’);

h_pop2 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu2’);

myMode = get(h_pop2,’value’); % 1 is automatic; 2 is manual

prem1 = strmatch(’conclusion’,workMem(1:lastCell,1) );

if isempty(prem1)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ Cannot get an automatic solution!’)

return

else

solnString = workMem{prem1,2};

end

if (myMode == 1) % 1 is automatic

switch(solnString)

case ’permuted GE’

disp(’permute and solve with GE’)

[iwork,dwork,aat,jat,iat,needpd,mytime] = ...

mypermute(n,nz,aa,ja,ia,iwork,dwork,icycle,big);

clear aa ja ia

permuteTime = evalin(’base’,’mytime’)

[myPi,myTime,ifail] = geSieve(myFile);

Total_permGE_Time = permuteTime + myTime

case ’IAD’

disp(’solve with IAD’)

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = IAD_Sieve(myFile);

case ’Adaptive SOR’

disp(’solve with adaptive sor’)

omega = 1.0;

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = sorSieve(myFile,omega);

case ’BiCGSTAB’

disp(’solve with bicgstab’)

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = bicgsSieve(myFile);

case ’GE’

disp(’solve with ge’)

[myPi,myTime,ifail] = geSieve(myFile);

otherwise

disp(’do not know what automatic method to use...stopping ’)

return

end

% disp(’finished with automatic solution’)

try

solnSwitch = evalin(’base’,’solnSwitch’);

catch
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solnSwitch = solnString;

end

assignin(’base’,’solnSwitch’,solnSwitch);

[text] = add_text(’Solution computed automatically based on expert system results’);

[text] = add_text([’Solution method used was ’,solnSwitch]);

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

% disp(’finished writing messages’)

drawnow

else % myMode == 2, manual mode

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text( ’Matrix Sieve in manual mode -- you choose solution method’);

[text] = add_text([’Expert system recommends ’,solnString]);

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

[text] = add_text(’ ’);

end % if (myMode == 1)

expression = ’clear solnSwitch’;

evalin(’base’,expression);

% end m-file m_build.m

simple gui1.m

function simple_gui1(action)

switch(action)

case ’modeSelect’,

% disp(’inside methodSelect’)

h_fig = gcf;

h_pop1 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu1’);

h_pop2 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu2’);

h_push1 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’Pushbutton1’);

myMode = get(h_pop2,’value’);

if(myMode == 1) % automatic selected

disp(’automatic mode selected’)

set(h_pop1,’Visible’,’off’);

set(h_push1,’Visible’,’off’);

else % manual selected

disp(’manual mode selected’)

set(h_pop1,’Visible’,’on’);

set(h_push1,’Visible’,’on’);
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end

case ’solnPlot’

myerrString = ’No solution vector’;

try

myPi = evalin(’base’,’myPi’);

catch

myPi = myerrString;

end

if( (myPi>0) & ( ~ischar(myPi) ) )

bar(myPi);

expression = ’[u,v] = max(myPi);’ ;

evalin(’base’,expression);

% disp(’attempting to plot myPi’)

expression = ’[text] = add_text(’’ ’’);’;

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression = ’[text] = add_text(’’ *** Solution vector is plotted ***’’);’;

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression = ...

’[text] = add_text([’’Max probability is ’’,num2str(u), ’’ at state ’’,num2str(v)]);’;

evalin(’base’,expression);

else

cla

disp(’No current solution vector’)

expression = ’[text] = add_text(’’ ’’);’

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression = ’[text] = add_text(’’No current solution vector to plot’’);’

evalin(’base’,expression);

end

end % switch statement

simple gui2.m

function [myPi,solnMethod,text] = simple_gui2(action)

text = evalin(’base’,’text’);

switch(action)

case ’doSieve’,

clear mex;

h_fig = gcf;

h_pop1 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu1’);

h_pop2 = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu2’);

myMode = get(h_pop2,’value’) % 1 is automatic; 2 is manual

solnMethod = get(h_pop1,’value’)

try

myFile = evalin(’base’,’myFile’);

lastCell = evalin(’base’,’lastCell’);
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workMem = evalin(’base’,’workMem’);

text = evalin(’base’,’text’);

catch

disp(’had to do the catch!’)

Hd_help = helpdlg(’No file has been selected’, ’ ’);

myPi = ’No Current Solution’;

solnMethod = 0;

return

end

prem1 = strmatch(’conclusion’,workMem(1:lastCell,1) );

if isempty(prem1)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ Data did not indicate a diagnosis.’)

return

else

solnString = workMem{prem1,2};

end

disp(’solnMethod chosen was: ’)

disp(solnMethod)

if (myMode == 2) % manual mode

switch(solnMethod)

case 1

[myPi,myTime,ifail] = geSieve(myFile);

solnString = ’GE’;

case 2

icycle = evalin(’base’,’icycle’);

if (icycle == 1)

disp(’Model is acyclic’)

msgString = ...

’This model is acyclic and doesn’’t need permuting -- try GE instead.’

Hd_helpdlg = helpdlg(msgString,’Help Message’);

myPi = [];

return;

end

evalin(’base’,’[piwork,pdwork,paat,pjat,piat,needpd,mytime] = ...

mypermute(n,nz,aa,ja,ia,iwork,dwork,icycle,big);’)

permuteTime = evalin(’base’,’mytime’)

[myPi,myTime,ifail] = geSieve(myFile);

Total_permGE_Time = permuteTime + myTime

solnString = ’permuted GE’;

case 3

omega = 1.0

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = sorSieve(myFile,omega);

solnString = ’Adaptive SOR’;

case 4

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = bicgsSieve(myFile);
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solnString = ’BiCGSTAB’;

case 5

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = blksorSieve(myFile);

solnString = ’Block SOR’;

case 6

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = IAD_Sieve(myFile);

solnString = ’IAD’;

otherwise

msgbox(’Could not determine a solnMethod.’,’Matrix Sieve’,...

’help’,’modal’);

end

try

solnSwitch = evalin(’base’,’solnSwitch’);

catch

solnSwitch = solnString;

end

assignin(’base’,’solnSwitch’,solnSwitch);

expression = ’[text] = add_text(’’ ’’);’ ;

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression = ’[text] = add_text( ’’Solution found!’’ );’ ;

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression =...

’[text] = add_text( [’’Most recent solution found using ’’,solnSwitch]);’ ;

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression = ’clear solnSwitch’;

evalin(’base’,expression);

end

case ’methodSelect’,

h_fig = gcf;

h_pop = findobj(h_fig(1),’tag’,’PopupMenu1’);

solnMethod = get(h_pop,’value’);

myPi = ’No Current Solution’;

end

text; % to make sure it is returned to base workspace

clear text.m

function [text] = clear_text

h_fig = gcf;

h_list = findobj(gcf,’Tag’,’Listbox1’);
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%text = get(h_list,’String’);

text = {’--- Matrix Sieve Messages ---’};

set(h_list,’String’,text);

set(h_list,’Value’,1);

drawnow;
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B.3 Solution Methods matlab code

The following pages show matlab code used to call the various solution
methods.
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sorSieve.m

function [myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = sorSieve(filename,omega)

iat = evalin(’base’,’iat’);

jat = evalin(’base’,’jat’);

aat = evalin(’base’,’aat’);

disp(’iat, jat, aat vectors imported successfully’)

order = evalin(’base’,’n’);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’******** This is the SOR matrix Sieve ******** ’)

disp(’ ’)

p1 = ’ Matrix file is: ’;

p2 = filename;

msg = [p1,p2];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’SOR stuff - inside sorSieve.m’)

itmax = 5000

tol = 1e-10

msor = 1

io = 1

ifail = 0

n = order;

try

disp(’inside try’)

myPi = evalin(’base’,’myPi’);

if( length(myPi) == n )

x = myPi;

disp(’Using previous myPi vector as initial solution!’)

else

disp(’Vector myPi undetected or incorrect length!’)

disp(’Creating new starting vector x_i = 1/n’)

x = zeros(1,n);

temp = 1/n;

x(:) = temp;

end

disp(’finished try’)

catch

disp(’inside catch’)

disp(’No previous myPi vector detected’)

disp(’Building new initial vector’)

x = zeros(1,n);

temp = 1/n;

x(:) = temp;

disp(’finished catch’)

end

prevx = zeros(1,100);

sfsave = zeros(1,100) ;

disp(’ ***** Calling FORTRAN mex-file *****’)
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clear mex

% -------------- changed 2/26/02 -----------------------------------------%

[myAnswer,failStatus,time,myiter]=...

adaptsor3(aat,jat,iat,x,prevx,sfsave,omega,msor,itmax,tol,ifail);

clear mex

myTime = time;

disp(’ ***** Back from FORTRAN *****’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’failStatus = ’)

disp(failStatus)

p1 = [’ o SOR completed successfully for omega = ’, num2str(omega)];

p15 =[’ o SOR not successful for omega = ’, num2str(omega)];

p2 = ’ o The mex-file took ’;

if (myTime < eps )

p3 = 0;

else

p3 = myTime;

end

p4 = ’ FORTRAN seconds.’;

if( failStatus == 10 )

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ *** SOR WARNING ***’)

disp(’ REACHED MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS’)

disp(’ AND TOLERANCE NOT YET FULLY SATISFIED.’)

disp(’ Matrix Sieve continues...’)

disp(’ ...using the computed approximation.’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

t1 = ’SOR did not converge after 10,000 iterations.’;

t2 = ’Try another value for omega.’;

T = {t1;t2};

warndlg(T,’Accuracy Warning’,’modal’);

else

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o Solution vector is in MATLAB vector myPi.’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o First three elements of vector myPi as’)

disp(’ computed by SOR algorithm:’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(myAnswer(1:3))

disp(’ ’)
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disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

end

myPi = myAnswer;

ifail = failStatus;

geSieve.m

function [myPi,myTime,ifail] = geSieve(filename)

iat = evalin(’base’,’iat’);

jat = evalin(’base’,’jat’);

aat = evalin(’base’,’aat’);

order = evalin(’base’,’n’);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’******** This is the GE matrix Sieve ******** ’)

disp(’ ’)

p1 = ’ Matrix file is: ’;

p2 = filename;

msg = [p1,p2];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

needpd = evalin(’base’,’needpd’);

if(needpd)

aat = evalin(’base’,’paat’);

jat = evalin(’base’,’pjat’);

iat = evalin(’base’,’piat’);

end

disp(’ ***** Calling FORTRAN mex-file *****’)

[myPi,time,ifail] = ge500000(aat,jat,iat);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’back from ge fortran’)

ifail

if (needpd)

disp(’doing needpd’)

dwork = evalin(’base’,’pdwork’);

iwork = evalin(’base’,’piwork’);

icycle = evalin(’base’,’icycle’);

n = order;

t0 = clock;

y = permsoln(n,myPi,iwork,dwork,icycle);

time = time + etime(clock,t0);

myPi = y;

end

myTime = time

disp(’ ***** Back from FORTRAN *****’)

disp(’ ’)
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p2 = ’ o The mex-file took ’;

p3 = myTime;

p4 = ’ FORTRAN seconds.’;

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o Solution vector is in MATLAB vector myPi.’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o First three elements of vector myPi as’)

disp(’ computed by GE algorithm:’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(myPi(1:3))

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

assignin(’base’,’needpd’,0)

bicgsSieve.m

function [myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = bicgsSieve(myFile)

iat = evalin(’base’,’iat’);

jat = evalin(’base’,’jat’);

aat = evalin(’base’,’aat’);

n = evalin(’base’,’n’);

nz = evalin(’base’,’nz’);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’******** This is the BiCGStab matrix Sieve ******** ’)

disp(’ ’)

p1 = ’ Matrix file is: ’;

p2 = myFile;

msg = [p1,p2];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

itmax = 200;

tol = 1e-10;

ifail = 0;

x = zeros(1,n);

x(:) = 1/n;

%----------------- added 2/23/02 --------------%

try

disp(’inside try’)

myPi = evalin(’base’,’myPi’);

if( length(myPi) == n )

x = myPi;

disp(’Using previous myPi vector as initial solution!’)

else

disp(’Vector myPi undetected or incorrect length!’)
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x = zeros(1,n);

temp = 1/n;

x(:) = temp;

end

disp(’finished try’)

catch

disp(’inside catch’)

disp(’No previous myPi vector detected’)

disp(’Building new initial vector’)

x = zeros(1,n);

temp = 1/n;

x(:) = temp;

disp(’finished catch’)

end

%----------------------------------------------%

m = getDiag(n,nz,aat,jat,iat);

% disp(’NO PRECONDITIONING WAS USED’)

% m = ones(1,n);

disp(’ ***** Calling FORTRAN mex-file *****’)

[myAnswer,ifail,time,myiter]=mybicgstab(n,nz,aat,jat,iat,x,m,itmax,tol,ifail);

disp( [’ifail = ’, num2str(ifail)] )

myTime = time;

bicgstab_time = time;

% disp(’ ***** Back from FORTRAN *****’)

disp(’ ’)

p1 = [’ o BiCGSTAB completed successfully’];

p15 =[’ o BiCGSTAB not successful’];

p2 = ’ o The mex-file took ’;

if (myTime < 0.001)

p3 = 0;

else

p3 = myTime;

end

p4 = ’ FORTRAN seconds.’;

if( ifail ~= 0 )

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ *** Bi-CGStab WARNING ***’)

disp(p15)

if(ifail == 1)

disp(’ o No convergence in itmax iterations.’)

elseif(ifail == -1)

disp(’ o BREAKDOWN with rho = 0’)

elseif(ifail == -2)
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disp(’ o BREAKDOWN with omega = 0’)

elseif(ifail == -3)

disp(’ o BREAKDOWN divide by zero obtaining alpha’)

end

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

else

disp(p1);

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o Solution vector is in MATLAB vector myPi.’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o First three elements of vector myPi as’)

disp(’ computed by BiCGStab algorithm:’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(myAnswer(1:3))

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

end

myPi = myAnswer;

if(ifail ~= 0)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’Calling Adaptive SOR to obtain the solution.’)

expression = ’[text] = add_text(’’ ’’);’ ;

evalin(’base’,expression);

expression =...

’[text] = add_text(’’BiCGSTAB stalled, therefore switching to Adaptive SOR’’);’;

evalin(’base’,expression);

solnSwitch = ’Adaptive SOR’;

assignin(’base’,’solnSwitch’,solnSwitch);

omega = 1.0

[myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = sorSieve(myFile,omega);

myTime

bicgstab_time

myTime = myTime + bicgstab_time;

myTime

end

% end function

IAD Sieve.m

function [myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = IAD_Sieve(myFile)

iat = evalin(’base’,’iat’);

jat = evalin(’base’,’jat’);

aat = evalin(’base’,’aat’);

n = evalin(’base’,’n’);
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nz = evalin(’base’,’nz’);

iwork = evalin(’base’,’iwork’);

dwork = evalin(’base’,’dwork’);

big = evalin(’base’,’big’);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’******** This is the IAD method matrix Sieve ******** ’)

disp(’ ’)

p1 = ’ Matrix file is: ’;

p2 = myFile;

msg = [p1,p2];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

itmax = 250;

tol = 1e-10;

ifail = 0;

omega = 1.5;

Adjustment = 0;

try

disp(’inside try’)

myPi = evalin(’base’,’myPi’);

if( length(myPi) == n )

x = myPi;

disp(’Using previous myPi vector as initial solution!’)

else

disp(’Vector myPi undetected or incorrect length!’)

x = zeros(1,n);

temp = 1/n;

x(:) = temp;

end

disp(’finished try’)

catch

disp(’inside catch’)

disp(’No previous myPi vector detected’)

disp(’Building new initial vector’)

x = zeros(1,n);

temp = 1/n;

x(:) = temp;

disp(’finished catch’)

end

p1 = ’omega = ’;

msg = [p1,num2str(omega)];

disp(’---------------------------’)

disp(msg)

p1 = ’itmax = ’;

msg = [p1,num2str(itmax)];

disp(msg)

disp(’---------------------------’)

disp(’ ’)

% disp(’ ***** Calling FORTRAN mex-file *****’)
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% *** These are some mywjs error codes for ifail ***

%

% 2 In scc, stack overflow (not enough room in iwork)

% 4 In scc, stack underflow

% 10 in pointsor, likely omega is not correct

% 10 in ge

% 20 miw or mdw not large enough

% 41 failed in iluth, element close to zero

% 51 failed in pt2blk()

% 52 failed in blk2pt()

%

% **************************************************

[myPi,ifail,time,myiter] = ...

mywjs_IAD(n,nz,aat,jat,iat,x,iwork,dwork,omega,itmax,tol,ifail,big);

while ( (ifail ~= 0) & (Adjustment < 11) )

disp(’==========================================’)

disp(’Adjusting omega and itmax...’)

disp(’...prior to restarting IAD’)

omega = omega*1.25;

Adjustment = Adjustment + 1;

% use the prev soln as new (starting) approx soln vector

x = myPi;

if (omega > 1.85)

omega = 1.85;

end

p1 = ’New omega = ’;

msg = [p1,num2str(omega)];

disp(’---------------------------’)

disp(msg)

itmax = round(itmax + (.25*itmax) );

p1 = ’New itmax = ’;

msg = [p1,num2str(itmax)];

disp(msg)

disp(’---------------------------’)

disp(’ ’)

ifail = 0;

[myPi,ifail,newtime,newiter] = mywjs_IAD(n,nz,aat,jat,iat,x,iwork,dwork,omega,itmax,tol,ifail,big);

time = time + newtime;

myiter = myiter + newiter;

end

disp(’in IAD_Sieve.m, ifail =’)

disp(ifail)

myTime = time;

disp(’ ’)

p1 = [’ o IAD completed successfully’];

p15 =[’ o IAD not successful’];
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p2 = ’ o The mex-file took ’;

if (myTime < 0.001)

p3 = 0;

else

p3 = myTime;

end

p4 = ’ FORTRAN seconds.’;

if( ifail ~= 0 )

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ *** IAD WARNING ***’)

disp(p15)

if(ifail == 1)

disp(’ o No convergence in itmax iterations.’)

end

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

else

disp(p1);

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o Solution vector is in MATLAB vector myPi.’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o First three elements of vector myPi as’)

disp(’ computed by IAD algorithm:’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(myPi(1:3))

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

end

% end function

blksorSieve.m

function [myPi,myTime,ifail,myiter] = blksorSieve(myFile)

iat = evalin(’base’,’iat’);

jat = evalin(’base’,’jat’);

aat = evalin(’base’,’aat’);

n = evalin(’base’,’n’);

nz = evalin(’base’,’nz’);

iwork = evalin(’base’,’iwork’);

dwork = evalin(’base’,’dwork’);

big = evalin(’base’,’big’);

disp(’ ’)

disp(’******** This is the Block SOR matrix Sieve ******** ’)

disp(’ ’)
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p1 = ’ Matrix file is: ’;

p2 = myFile;

msg = [p1,p2];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

itmax = 500;

tol = 1e-10;

ifail = 0;

omega = 1.10;

time = 0.0

Adjustment = 0;

x = zeros(1,n);

x(:) = 1/n;

% disp(’ ***** Calling FORTRAN mex-file *****’)

% *** These are some mywjs error codes for ifail ***

%

% 2 In scc, stack overflow (not enough room in iwork)

% 4 In scc, stack underflow

% 10 in pointsor, likely omega is not correct

% 10 in ge

% 20 miw or mdw not large enough

% 41 failed in iluth, element close to zero

% 51 failed in pt2blk()

% 52 failed in blk2pt()

%

% **************************************************

[myPi,ifail,time,myiter] = ...

mywjs(n,nz,aat,jat,iat,x,iwork,dwork,omega,itmax,tol,ifail,big);

disp(’back from first call, time =’)

disp(time)

while (Adjustment < 11)

if (ifail == 0)

Adjustment = 12;

end

while ( (ifail == 10) )

disp(’Adjusting omega...’)

omega = omega*1.25;

Adjustment = Adjustment + 1;

% use the prev soln as new (starting) approx soln vector

x = myPi;

if (omega > 1.85)

omega = 1.85;

end
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p1 = ’New omega = ’;

msg = [p1,num2str(omega)];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

itmax = round(itmax + (.25*itmax) );

ifail = 0;

[myPi,ifail,newtime,newiter] = ...

mywjs(n,nz,aat,jat,iat,x,iwork,dwork,omega,itmax,tol,ifail,big);

time = time + newtime;

myiter = myiter + newiter;

end

end

disp(’in blksorSieve.m, ifail =’)

disp(ifail)

myTime = time;

myTime

% disp(’ ***** Back from FORTRAN *****’)

disp(’ ’)

p1 = [’ o Block SOR completed successfully’];

p15 =[’ o Block SOR not successful’];

p2 = ’ o The mex-file took ’;

if (myTime < eps )

p3 = 0;

else

p3 = myTime;

end

p4 = ’ FORTRAN seconds.’;

if( ifail ~= 0 )

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ *** Block SOR WARNING ***’)

disp(p15)

if(ifail == 1)

disp(’ o No convergence in itmax iterations.’)

end

disp(’ ’)

msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

else

disp(p1);

disp(’ ’)
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msg = [p2,num2str(p3),p4];

disp(msg)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o Solution vector is in MATLAB vector myPi.’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ o First three elements of vector myPi as’)

disp(’ computed by Block SOR algorithm:’)

disp(’ ’)

disp(myPi(1:3))

disp(’ ’)

disp(’ ******************************************* ’)

end

% end function

getDiag.m

function m = getDiag(n,nz,aa,ja,ia)

m = zeros(1,n);

temp = zeros(1,n);

for i = 1:n

initial = ia(i);

last = ia(i+1)-1;

for j = initial:last

temp(ja(j)) = aa(j);

end

if (abs(temp(i)) >= 1e-10)

m(i) = 1.0; % no precon

% m(i) = 1.0/temp(i); % diag precon

else

disp([’near zero diag element near row ’,num2str(i)])

end

end % for loop

disp(’first three values of m-vector:’)

disp(m(1:3))
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B.4 Example of mex-fortran code

The following pages show an example of a matlab mex-fortran file. This
code is a fortran file that is compiled and then available for calling from
matlab. This example shows the BiCGSTAB solution method.
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mybicgstab.f

C==============================================================

C

C mybicgstab.f

C

C Purpose: Takes Markov chain from MATLAB in HB format

C and solves via Bi-CGStab method

C

C Written by:

C mex file: Walter S. Barge, II

C fortran subroutine: Walter S. Barge, II

c fortran sub daxspars by Dr. Billy Stewart, NCSU

C

C Modified by:

C Date: 4/15/01

C

C This is a MEX-file for MATLAB.

C

C==============================================================

c-------------------------------------------------

c Computational fortran subroutine

c-------------------------------------------------

c ORIGINAL CALL --------

c subroutine bicgs(ifail,n,nz,aa,ja,ia,x,m,

c * itmax,tol)

c

c Note: when called io = 1, ifail = 0, msor = 1

c

c --------------------- Abreviated call ---------------------------

c n integer order of matrix

c nz integer number of non-zero elements

c aa real array elements array

c ja integer array column position array

c ia integer array row start array

c x real array initial approx vector

c itmax integer max number of iterations

c tol real tolerance for stopping criteria

c -----------------------------------------------------------------

subroutine bicgs(ifail,n,nz,aa,ja,ia,x,pm,

* itmax,iter,tol)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)

logical sing

dimension aa(nz),ja(nz),ia(n+1),x(n),pm(n)

c ** declare local working arrays **

dimension r(2000000), r_tld(2000000)

dimension t(2000000), v(2000000)

dimension p(2000000), p_hat(2000000)

dimension s(2000000), s_hat(2000000)

c dimension b(n)

c *** On entry, x contains an initial approximation ***

c *** On exit, x contains the approximate solution ***

c *** On entry, b contain the rhs for non-singular system ***
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sing = .true.

c ifail = 0

c print*,’*** inside the fortran subroutine ***’

c print*,’ ’

print*,’----- Data from inside MEX-file: -----’

print*,’ifail = ’, ifail

print*,’n = ’, n

print*,’nz = ’,nz

print*,’itmax = ’, itmax

print*,’tol = ’, tol

print*,’--------------------------------------’

print*,’ ’

bnrm2 = 1.0

c *** Compute initial residual ***

call daxspars(n,nz,aa,ja,ia,x,v)

do i=1,n

r(i) = 0.0d0 - v(i)

end do

c *** Compute 2-Norm ***

sum = 0.0d0

do i = 1,n

sum = sum + ( r(i) )**2

end do

error = sqrt(sum)

c print*, ’initial 2-norm error =’, error

if (error.lt.tol) then

print*,’Early convergence with error =’,error

print*,’returning from Bi-CGStab subroutine’

print*,’no iterations were done’

return

end if

domega = 1.0d0

do i = 1,n

r_tld(i) = r(i)

end do

c *** Begin Iterations ***

c print*,’about to start iterations’

do 10 iter = 1,itmax

print*,’ ’

print*,’-------------------------------------’

print*,’this is iteration’,iter

print*,’ ’
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sum = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

sum = sum + r(k) * r_tld(k)

end do

c * rho is direction vector *

rho = sum

print*,’rho = ’, rho

c print*,’computed rho’

testValue = 10**(-1.0*iter)

print*,’exponent value of iter =’, testValue

if ( (dabs(rho).lt.testValue).and.(iter.gt.15) ) then

print*,’*** BiCGSTAB failure is likely! ***’

print*,’*** Switching to Adaptive SOR ***’

rho = 1e-45

goto 20

end if

if (dabs(rho).lt.1e-44) then

print*,’rho = 0.0, and goto label 20’

goto 20

c return

end if

if (iter.gt.1) then

beta = (rho/rho_1) * (alpha/domega)

c print*,’beta =’, beta

do k = 1,n

p(k) = r(k) + beta*( p(k) - domega*v(k) )

end do

else

do k = 1,n

p(k) = r(k)

end do

end if

do k = 1,n

p_hat(k) = pm(k)*p(k)

end do

c print*,’second call to daxspars’

call daxspars(n,nz,aa,ja,ia,p_hat,v)

c print*,’back from second call to daxspars’

dotsum = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

dotsum = dotsum + (v(k) * r_tld(k))

end do

print*,’dotsum =’, dotsum

if (dabs(dotsum).lt.1e-44) then

print*,’dotsum near zero error’
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ifail = -3

return

end if

alpha = rho/dotsum

c print*,’ ’

c print*,’rho =’, rho

c print*,’dotsum =’, dotsum

print*,’alpha =’,alpha

c print*,’ ’

do k = 1,n

s(k) = r(k) - alpha * v(k)

end do

c * compute norm of s *

sum = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

sum = sum + ( s(k) )**2

end do

snorm = sqrt(sum)

c *** Early convergence Test ***

if (snorm.lt.tol) then

do k = 1,n

x(k) = x(k) + alpha * p_hat(k)

end do

c print*, ’early convergence by snorm < tol’

c print*, ’now jump to label 20’

resid = snorm

goto 20

end if

c * stabilizer *

do k = 1,n

s_hat(k) = pm(k) * s(k)

end do

call daxspars(n,nz,aa,ja,ia,s_hat,t)

c * two dot products needed *

topdot = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

topdot = topdot + t(k) * s(k)

end do

botdot = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

botdot = botdot + t(k) * t(k)
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end do

domega = topdot/botdot

print*,’omega =’, domega

c *** Update the approx ***

do k = 1,n

x(k) = x(k) + alpha*p_hat(k) + domega*s_hat(k)

r(k) = s(k) - domega * t(k)

end do

c *** Check convergence ***

c * norm of r *

sum = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

sum = sum + ( r(k) )**2

end do

error = sqrt(sum)

if (error.lt.tol) then

c print*,’in conv test, error lt tol, goto 20’

goto 20

end if

if (dabs(domega).lt.1e-44) then

print*,’omega = 0.0, jump to label 20’

goto 20

end if

rho_1 = rho

10 continue

20 sum = 0.0d0

c print*,’at label 20, iter =’, iter

do k = 1,n

sum = sum + ( s(k) )**2

end do

c print*,’snorm sum =’, sum

snorm = sqrt(sum)

c print*,’snorm =’,snorm

if ((error.lt.tol).or.(snorm.le.tol)) then

if (snorm.le.tol) error = snorm

ifail = 0

print*,’o BiCGStab had normal convergence’

else if (dabs(domega).lt.1e-44) then
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ifail = -2

print*,’o BREAKDOWN: omega = 0’

print*,’iter =’, iter

return

else if (dabs(rho).lt.1e-44) then

ifail = -1

print*,’o BREAKDOWN: rho = 0’

print*,’iter =’, iter

return

else

ifail = 1

print*,’o Warning: No convergence in’, itmax, ’ iterations!’

print*, ’error =’, error

print*, ’snorm =’, snorm

print*, ’tol =’, tol

return

end if

c *** Normalize before returning

c print*,’I am at normalize phase’

sum = 0.0d0

do k = 1,n

sum = sum + x(k)

end do

do k = 1,n

x(k) = x(k)/sum

c print*,’k =’,k,’ x(i)=’,x(k)

end do

c sum = 0.0d0

c do k = 1,n

c sum = sum + x(k)

c end do

print*,’ ’

c print*,’After normalization, x-vector sums to’, sum

print*,’o BiCGStab took’,iter,’ iterations’

return

end

c--------------------------------------------------------------------

subroutine daxpy(n,da,dx,incx,dy,incy)

c

c constant times a vector plus a vector.

c uses unrolled loops for increments equal to one.

c jack dongarra, linpack, 3/11/78.

c

double precision dx(1),dy(1),da

integer i,incx,incy,ix,iy,m,mp1,n

c

c print*,’*** I was inside daxpy ***’

c print*,’ ’
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if(n.le.0)return

if (da .eq. 0.0d0) return

if(incx.eq.1.and.incy.eq.1)go to 20

c

c code for unequal increments or equal increments

c not equal to 1

c

ix = 1

iy = 1

if(incx.lt.0)ix = (-n+1)*incx + 1

if(incy.lt.0)iy = (-n+1)*incy + 1

do 15 i = 1,n

dy(iy) = dy(iy) + da*dx(ix)

ix = ix + incx

iy = iy + incy

15 continue

return

c

c code for both increments equal to 1

c

c

c clean-up loop

c

20 m = mod(n,4)

if( m .eq. 0 ) go to 40

do 30 i = 1,m

dy(i) = dy(i) + da*dx(i)

30 continue

if( n .lt. 4 ) return

40 mp1 = m + 1

do 50 i = mp1,n,4

dy(i) = dy(i) + da*dx(i)

dy(i + 1) = dy(i + 1) + da*dx(i + 1)

dy(i + 2) = dy(i + 2) + da*dx(i + 2)

dy(i + 3) = dy(i + 3) + da*dx(i + 3)

50 continue

return

end

c--------------------------------------------------------------------

subroutine daxspars(n,nz,a,ja,ia,u,z)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)

dimension a(nz),ja(nz),ia(n+1),u(*),z(*)

c

c *** Form sparse Product v = Au ***

c

c print*,’*** I was inside daxspars ***’

c print*,’ ’

do 20 i = 1,n

c print*,’this is row ’, i

pdot = 0.0d0

initial = ia(i)

c print*,’initial =’,initial

last = ia(i+1)-1

c print*,’last =’, last
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do 10 j = initial,last

pdot = pdot + a(j)*u(ja(j))

10 continue

c print*,’done with j loop’

c print*,’value of pdot is ’, pdot

z(i) = pdot

c print*,’value of z(i) is’,z(i)

20 continue

c print*,’about to leave daxspars’

return

end

c *****************************************************************

c------------------------------------------------------------------

c The gateway routine

c------------------------------------------------------------------

c *****************************************************************

c

c --------------------- ORIGINAL CALL -----------------------------

c subroutine bicgs(ifail,n,nz,aa,ja,ia,x,pm,

c * itmax,tol)

c

c Note: when called io = 1, ifail = 0, MSOR = 1

c

c --------------------- Abreviated call ---------------------------

c n integer order of matrix

c nz integer number of non-zero elements

c aa real array elements array

c ja integer array column position array

c ia integer array row start array

c x real array initial approx vector

c itmax integer max number of iterations

c tol real tolerance for stopping criteria

c

c

c

c

subroutine mexFunction(nlhs, plhs, nrhs, prhs)

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)

c NOTE: Integer arrays are first brought in as reals, then coerced

c into integer arrays using intrinsic function INT(*). So,

c for example, ria(*) is the initial "real" ia array that

c changed into an integer array. See below. Of course,

c the aa array is real to begin with, so it is brought

c in "as is".

c

dimension ria(2000000)

dimension ia(2000000)

dimension rja(2000000)

dimension ja(2000000)
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dimension aa(2000000)

integer nlhs, nrhs

integer plhs(*), prhs(*)

integer mxGetPr, mxCreateFull

real*8 rn,rnz

integer*4 n,nz

real*8 ritmax,rifail

integer*4 itmax,ifail

real*8 tol

real*8 x(2000000)

real*8 pm(2000000)

real time,etime

real*8 mytime

real*8 myiter

c print*,’ ’

c print*,’*** inside mex routine ***’

c

c ----------Load the data into Fortran arrays------------------

c get the order

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(1)), rn, 1)

n = INT(rn)

c get the number of non-zeros

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(2)), rnz, 1)

nz = INT(rnz)

c get the aa vector

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(3)),aa,nz)

c get the ja vector

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(4)), rja, nz)

c get the integer parts

do 30 k=1,nz

ja(k) = INT(rja(k))

30 continue

c get the ia vector

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(5)), ria, n+1)

c get the integer parts

do 50 k=1,n+1

ia(k) = INT(ria(k))

50 continue

c get the x vector

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(6)), x, n)

c get the pm vector

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(7)), pm, n)

c get itmax

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(8)), ritmax, 1)
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itmax = INT(ritmax)

c get tol

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(9)), tol, 1)

c get ifail

call mxCopyPtrToReal8(mxGetPr(prhs(10)),rifail,1)

ifail = INT(rifail)

c print*, ’*** finished mxCopyPtr functions ***’

c print*,’ ’

c Create the output arrays

plhs(1) = mxCreateFull(n,1,0)

plhs(2) = mxCreateFull(1,1,0)

plhs(3) = mxCreateFull(1,1,0)

plhs(4) = mxCreateFull(1,1,0)

c Call the fortran computational subroutine

time = etime(t)

call bicgs(ifail,n,nz,aa,ja,ia,x,pm,itmax,iter,tol)

time = etime(t) - time

rifail = 1.0*ifail

mytime = 1.0*time

myiter = 1.0*iter

C Load the output into a MATLAB array.

call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(x,mxGetPr(plhs(1)),n)

call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(rifail,mxGetPr(plhs(2)),1)

call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(mytime, mxGetPr(plhs(3)),1)

call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(myiter, mxGetPr(plhs(4)),1)

return

end
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B.5 Flop Speed Estimation

The following pages show matlab code used to estimate the flops/second
speed of a computer.
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timeCheck.f

subroutine mexFunction(nlhs, plhs, nrhs, prhs)

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------

integer plhs(*), prhs(*)

integer mxGetPr, mxCreateFull

integer y_pr

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------

integer nlhs, nrhs

real*8 y

c Create matrix for the return argument.

plhs(1) = mxCreateFull(1,1,0)

y_pr = mxGetPr(plhs(1))

c Call the computational subroutine.

call timeCheck(y)

c Load the data into y_pr, which is the output to MATLAB

call mxCopyReal8ToPtr(y,y_pr,1)

return

end

c *************************************************

subroutine timeCheck(myEstimate)

integer iflops,numFlops,numReps

real time,etime

real*8 myEstimate

real temp, tempSum

tempSum = 0.0

numReps = 5

do i = 1,numReps

numFlops = 1000000

c warm up the math-coprocessor chip

temp = 3.14*exp(1.5)

temp = 0.0

iflops = 0

time = etime(t)

do while (iflops .LT. numFlops)

temp = (real(iflops)/2.25)+(125.543)*real(iflops)

temp = 0.0

iflops = iflops + 3

end do

time = etime(t) - time

tempSum = tempSum + time
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end do

myEstimate = tempSum/real(numReps)

return

end
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Appendix C

Mutex Model Catalog

In previous sections, matrices from this example are labeled as mutexX where
X is a reference number to catalog the number of processes and resources in
the model. The following table shows the values of N , Cr, n and nz for the
datasets:

Table C.1: Size catalog for the mutex model

Reference # N Cr n non-zeros

1 12 1 13 37
2 12 4 794 6,362
3 12 8 3,797 47,381
4 12 11 4,095 53,223
5 16 1 17 49
6 16 4 2,517 20,949
7 16 8 39,203 563,491
8 16 12 64,839 1,094,983
9 16 15 65,535 1,114,079

10 20 1 21 61
11 20 4 6,196 52,596
12 20 8 263,950 4,031,310
13 20 12 910,596 18,114,756
14 20 16 1,047,225 21,972,345
15 20 19 1,048,575 22,020,055
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